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Int roauotion
About fifty years ago, a merchandi-
sing man could not nave, spoken to anyone about
"Private Branas" . They practicaliy did not exist
then. Ten years ago, the subject presented no
problem whatsoever lor, although many firms had
decided to market certain lines oi goods unaer
their own brands, the volume oi these brands was
so insignii leant compared to the total volume of
goods sola in the various types oi marketing lines
that they were, as yet, oi no general business
interest
.
In the last three years, however,
private brands have increased m number and in
volume by such leaps and bounds that to-day, they
present a serious problem to all executives inter-
ested in the marketing of branded goods.
That this problem exists, there can
be no doubt. One nas Dut to read through the
various sales and advertising periodicals to
assure himself of tnis fact. Every wee^ or two
sees the subject debated with new "pros and cons"
apmearine-. Every convention of national adverti-
sers, ol wholesalers, of retailers, oi 'xdve rtising
men and others reemphasizes the importen.ee of this
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problem and brings out new suggestions concerning
the methods that may be used to cope with it.
Prominent among tne groups which have shown par-
ticular interest in this problem are: "The Asso-
ciated Grocery Manufacturers of ^merica", "The
National Retail Dry Goods Association", ana even
"The federal Trade Commission" which has, at the
request of the Senate, recently made a survey of
the conditions in this industry.
The importance of private brands
is also evident from a mere stroll through a few
stores in any city in America. Whether the store
be a department store, a grocery store, a men's
clothing store, a sports store, or any other type
of retailing institution, one is bound to meet
a great variety of private labelled merchandise
resting quietly on the shelves or counters beside
their better Known neighbors, tne nationally
advertised brands ol the same lines of goods.
These numerous and varied brands
have brought the marketing men of the country to
ponder over tneir probable luture. They are
taxing- all the means at their disposal to deter-
mine whether there is any possibility that these
iniants in the field should some day supplant
nationally advertised brands and thereby revolu-
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tionize our whole marketing structure which is
based, in a very large part at least, upon ad-
vertising; or whether these new brands could,
without entirely rejecting their older brothers
from our system of distribution, taise their place
besiae them and assume a position of equal impor-
tance to their own. There is also one other possi-
bility; That the private brands be but a passing
fancy and that, with the business recovery, they
should be relegated to the unimportant place they
have tnus far occupied.
Opinions differ concerning these
various possibilities. National advertisers
naturally claim that tne private brand is but a
"depression brand" introduced to meet the price
corrroetition of the day; it is based solely upon
price appeal; it lacKS consumer demand, which is
a basic necessity for the success of any commodity;
it is a product of the day, and therefore, iacits
prestige, upon which the business of many impor-
tant manufacturers is primarily based; furthermore,
in most cases, the privately labelled products
are of a relatively inferior quality, and as, in
periods of nrosperity, quality is essential to
success in the distribution field, private labels
will be aoomed by the country's return to prosperity.
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Voluntary chains are of a some-
what ainerent opinion. As many of them base
their success upon the success of tne private
labels they have helped, to introduce and that
they are now distributing, tneir claim is tnat
they have found the key to success through the
means 01 insured profits. Tney believe private
brands have ccme to stay and that they will be
taicen into consideration in the future by all
earnest, wide-awake business men who have some
insight of what lies ahead for the American
business world. Tney strongly deny the nation-
al advertisers' claim that the quality of the
products has been impaired to secure lower
costs in order to meet competition. They predict
a revolutionary change in our economic system,
a cnange which, according to them, has started
to taice place shortly after tne crisis of l^Ly
.
They form to-day, a smiling, optimistic group
which contrasts ratner snarpiy with the pessi-
mistic, nesitant group of the national adverti-
sers and their followers, ui late, however, we
must say in favor 01 tne latter, cooperation
and an adaptation to the conditions of the day
have restored confidence to most of them and
even enthusiasm to a few. These attitudes.
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however, are of no real importance in indicating
the relative value of the propositions supported
by eaoh party.
Muoh more important is the atti-
tude of outsiders, who have no interest in the
success of either group. Among these outsiders,
there are as many opinions as there are individuals.
For instance, Nelson Gaskill , former chairman of
the Federal Trade Commission, seemed to favor the
private brands when he wrote in April, 19«d£ :
*"I have neard many manufacturers of nationally
advertised products condemn private brands and
charge them with creating many of our business
ills. But otner manufacturers in the same indus-
tries, who are just as successful or otherwise,
defend private brands; they even produce them
for distributors v/ho use them in competing with
and underselling the manufacturer's advertised
brands. There is a great deal of loose thinking
and confusion surrounding the subject, and we
can't solve any of the so-called private brand
problems until we go behind the scenes and .have
a look at the supporting company." He adds later
on: "VThat we are really concerned about is
* Nelson ^as^ill, oales Management, April, ly^i-, p. 86
"Is the orivate br-«.nd reaiiy vicious?"
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substitution and imitation whenever and wherever
they occur, ^nd it is plain that a great many
who condemn private brands are making a mistake,
in that they really mean to condemn only imitation
and substitution as a competitive method." But on
the other hand, S.W. Dean tells us: *"It appears
certain that private brand effort must be modified.
That it holds for itself no great key to the door
of a new found success. That it holds no cure for
the lack of profits in advertising brands. That
it contains no threat to the supremacy of the popu-
lar selling manufacturers' brands...". Paul S«
7/illis, president of the associated Grocery Manu-
facturers of America states: **"V/ith private
brands becoming less profitable and more difficult
to sell - with manufacturers' brands becoming
more profitable and easier to sell in increasing
volume - is it any wonder that the trend in the
grocery industry is distinctly away from increased
private brand sales at this time?"
These are tne opinions of masters in
the field who may have a personal interest in the
advancement or retrogression of private brands. It
*S.'«.Dean, the Voluntary Chain, Dec. 1931, p.££
"finding out tne real truth about nrivate brands."
** Paul S. Willis, ^resident, Comet Rice Co.,
Wholesale Grocer News, lOT. 198fc, p. 9 "Private
Brands, Yesterday, Today, and Tomorrow.".
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is evident, however, that both sides of the debate
have secured strong support.
My purpose is not to prove either
that private brands are but a product of the day,
or that they will ever supersede nationally adver-
tised brands. In order to determine the role
the private brand has been playing, to this day,
in our system of distribution, and its future
possibilities in this same field, I have made
an unbiased study of recent trends in private
brands as revealed by articles in trade papers
and other periodicals, as an explanation of the
rapid growth of these brands, I nave added to
this study, that of the causes and relative ad-
vantages of the private label. I have endea-
vored to escape all prejudices by interpreting
the facts reported according to the person
reporting.
The facts reported, however, are so
diversified and so little in accord with each other
in the various business fields, such as grocery,
dru?, department and clothing lines, that a repre-
sentative picture of actual conditions cannot be
painted if all tnese classes are considered. I
have, therefore, selected the grocery field as
the one in which private brands are foremost and
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also as the best indicator of the conflict between
national and private brands.

CHAPTER I
Definition and Classification
Private brands are actually the
subject of an intense controversy. Manufacturers,
wholesalers and retailers argue the pros and cons
of the whole question without ever agreeing as to
its outcome. Much of the confusion surrounding this
topic would be eliminated if all the debaters
defined private brands in the same manner and dis-
tinguished, when speaking about them, between the
various types of these brands.
In order to avoid this confusion,
we believe it desirable to establish the defini-
tions and distinctions clearly before proceeding
with the discussion.
Definitions.
1. Nationally advertised brands, which are
directly opposed to private ones, may be defined
as brands which are packed by a manufacturer who
resorts to national advertising and who distributes
his products without limitations through the lar-
gest possible number of outlets. In the course of
this study, tnese brands will also be called indis-
criminately: standard brands, national brands,
manufacturers' brands. The word "label" will alter-

-lo-
cate with that of "brand" without any distinction
of meaning.
Private Brands. The definition of private
"brands must be very broad in order to adapt itself
to the many types of these labels: A private
brand is one which is not packed under a national
advertiser's label, or is not advertised nationally.
It may be advertised nationally, but the national
advertiser does not then pack it, and the number
of its outlets is very limited. It may be distri-
buted nationally through an unlimited number of
dealers, but no national advertising is resorted
to in such a case. These various distinctions
will be made clear by a classification of the brands.
Classification.
1. Chain store brands. The foremost type of
private brands is the chain store brand. It is
packed for either voluntary or regular chains by
a small established manufacturer or by the national
advertiser himself, either under contract or forced
by low-price conditions to resort to distress selling.
The usual packer of these brands, however, is the
chain's own factory when the size of the chain
warrants such an establishment. Where the voluntary
chains are coiiC;rned, their label is sometimes
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packed for the wholesaler who supplies them, as will
he seen in a later division. Many of the volun-
tary and regular chains, however, resort to national
advertising in the distribution of their own "brands,
which, because of the restriction of outlets, cannot
be classified as national labels, although their
volume of sales may greatly exceed most of the
latter type of brands. Thus "Red Circle" and "Bokar"
Coffee, packed by the 3reat Atlantic and Pacific
Tea Company are known to sell more than most
national brands of coffee.
£ . Manufacturers' private brands were born
either from necessity or from the desire to create
a larger volume of sales. Necessity, in times of
derre: sion, has "prompted many a national advertiser
to replace his own label, on his products, by any
other label in order to sell the good8 cheaper and
to liquidate his stock on hand. The desire to
create a larger volume of sales has induced him to
pack his "seconds" under a non-advertised br?a.nd, or
to label his first-grade goods under a name different
from his own, which may be used in tne granting of
exclusive agencies. He somelimes packs, under
the retailer's own name, this same product, upon
whicii a lov/er price can be placed. In any case,
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though, the manufacturer is known to compete
directly or indirectly with himself when he enters
the private brand field.
3. Wholesaler brands have been the last to
enter the field, but they are increasing faster than
any other, and, at the actual rate of growth of the
voluntary chains promoted by wholesalers , these
brands will probably soon occupy the very first
position.
There are three types of wholesaler
brands: the sectional, the voluntary chain and the
exclusive agency brands.
The sectional brands are those packed
especially for the jobber. Their purpose is to
create a demand for the wholesaler's name in his
own section. V/hereas he previously had no way of
forcing retailer recognition of his services, he
now has at his disposal the means to secure consumer
demand for his products, and thereby to force the
retailer to deal through himself. He has an advan-
tage over nationally advertised brands in that his
name will be easily recognized in his locality
and consumers will endeavor to encourage their
neighborhood brand. The wholesaler's chances of
success are great if he uses the proper methods
in the right way. But the wholesaler's best bet
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actually lies with voluntary chain brands.
In setting up a voluntary ohain to-
tally dependent upon himself, the wholesaler has a
triple purpose in mind. First, he intends to bind
the retailers to himself, the sole source of supply
of the chain's brands. Second, he hopes to secure
the profits of large-scale distribution which derive
from such cooperation. Third, he wishes to be able
to meet tne competition of his eternal opponent,
the chain. Results in this line have, so far, been
gratifying and there is every reason to believe that
wholesalers dealing in voluntary chain brands have
achieved their purpose.
inclusive agency brands, the third
type of wholesaler brands, are packed by the manu-
facturer to be distributed by wholesalers in
various sections of the country. They may also
be packed for the wholesaler who will grant certain
retailers in his section exclusive agencies for their
territory. In such a case, tne wholesaler usually
advertises the brand as an inducement for the retailer
to adopt and push it. The actual tendency, however,
of promoting voluntary chains is unfavorable to the
development of both exclusive agency and individual
brands
.
4. Individual brands are packed for independent
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retailers who wish to protect their margin of profit
while meeting price competition, and, at the same
time, to create for themselves a certain air of
distinction so as to attract a higher type of trade.
Retailers in the middle and lower class sections
have often attempted to distribute private brands
but, except in rare instances, they have never made
a success of them. Their basis was price appeal,
and ether private brands, either wholesaler or
chain brands, always succeeded in maintaining lower
prices than they could afford. At any rate, they
have been less successful than any of the other
classes of private brands.
The confusion that arises in a dis-
cussion of such brands can better be elucidated if
comparisons are made to indicate their similarities
and differences.
Comparisons
.
1. The national advertiser's private brand
and his nationally advertised brand are often con-
fused because they are packed by the same manufac-
turer. In the first case, however, never is there
any advertising bacK of the brand wnich may have
been placed on the market as distress mercnandise,
as a secondary or side-line to increase the volume
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of business and decrease the production cost of
each item, or as a product of slightly inferior
quality that must be disposed of at the least
possible loss. In the second case, all items
packed under the national label are or must be
maintained up to standards and advertising is
always relied upon for their distribution.
&• The national advertiser's brand and the
nationally-advertised chain brands are another
source of confusion. Both reap the benefits of
nation-wide distribution and advertising, both
are forced to maintain quality; but the national
advertiser's brand alone can be obtained in any
store: the chain's brand can be purchased only
in the chain's stores, although the latter may
be scattered ail ever the country, their customers
alone can reap the benefits that are obtainable
from their labels, whereas any consumer can buy
a national brand from his grocer, to whatever
class he may belong. Practically the same dif-
ference exists between the wholesaler and the chain
brands in a limited territory.
5« Wholesaler and chain brands differ only
by the number and type of outlets where they are
or can be made available. ,7hile the chain must
expand in order to increase the possible number
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of outlets for its brand, the wholesaler can achieve
this end "by selling- to a larger number of retailers.
If he sometimes succeeds in dominating the chain in
his territory, it is because he knows how to take full
advantage of his advertising facilities and of the
lack of restriction upon the number and type of out-
lets that may distribute his brand. In most cases,
however, the chain has no difficulty In establishing
the predominance of its brand over that of the whole*
saler. As for the individual brands, they seldom
cause them any trouble whatsoever.
4. Individual and chain brands. The sole
basis of competition between individual and chain
brands lies in quality, and, although the retailer
may sometimes establish the quality of his bffand
so definitely as to secure the higher class of
trade, the chain, through its advertising and price
appeal often succeeds in drawing away from him his
middle and lower class of trade which are really
the source of volume sales. As a result, the inde-
pendent retailer is an averred enemy to all chains.
The wholesaler and his brand he dislikes less, for
he derives part of his profits from them.
6. Individual brand and wholesaler brt.nd.
A few of the retailer's brands sometimes clash with
those of the wholesalers, and, in such cases, he is
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usually forced to play second fiddle, for the whole-
saler has at his disposal the weapons of advertising
and quality control which are available to the dealer
only in a very limited way. These various facilities
have enabled the wholesaler, the chain and the volun-
tary chain to prevent t..e individual brands from
rising to a position of importance in the private
brand field. The:/ also enable us to distinguish
between tne various classes of brands and their rela-
tive power.
Status Q,uaest ioni s
.
All of these classes are net of
•qual importance in a study of private brands.
Because they usually lack quality and because they
are relatively unimportant, individual brands will
be relegated to the background in this discussion.
Manufacturere* distress merchandise must be included
because of the important part it has, played during
the last few years in our system of distribution.
AM they are but opportunist brands, however, they
should nave no place here, any more than the brands
packed by "fly-by-night" manufacturers who operate
for a short period with the sole view of immediate
profits and then close the shop, leaving careless
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retailers with low-quality unsalable merchandise.
Brands packed "by such manufacturers cannot be
called private brands, any more than "racketeering"
can be termed a business, for both would be a dis-
grace to their respective terms, if they were so
named.
When private brands are discussed
in this study, therefore, they will designate
labels which are backed by constructive merchan-
dising in an effort to assure tneir success in
the form of a "repeat" business. This qualifi-
cation applies to most chain, wholesaler, and
voluntary chain brands, although some of them
have violated these rules in an endeavor to se-
cure Immediate profits. Generally speaking, how-
ever, the sponsoring of private brands is due to
deeper causes than momentary profit, as will be
disclosed in the following chapter*

The Origin of Private Brands
Private brands forge ahead in every
period of falling prices and gradually recede as
the "business ourve returns to normal. There is
a very simple explanation for this natural cycli-
cal growth of the private label: it resides
partly in the national manufacturer.
1. *The large organizations with their burden-
some overheads which are required to distribute a
brand nationally do not have the desired flexibility
to be able to adjust prices to trends. On the con-
trary, as prices drop in the period of liquidation,
those companies which are forced to maintain heavy
inventories of raw materials and finished goods,
both in home storage and at branch warehouses so
as to supply the nation-wide trade, must mark down
the value of tneir rav/ materials and take a loss
on them. This loss deters tnem from the costly
process of mark ins: down their finished products.
AM demand decreases, their overhead on finished
goods increases per unit. In an effort to remedy
* Partly adapted from L.L. Zimmerman, tfooa Industries,
Jan. 1932, p. 81: "The National advertiser Competes
with Himself,"
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this condition, they may promote advertising cam-
paigns, thereby adding a still heavier burden to
their already staggering load. These sow campaigns
seldom induce buying to any considerable extent,
because the stringency of money makes people more
economically-minded in these periods. The manu-
facturers sometimes resort to cutting down their
advertising appropriation with the result that the
sale of their products drops slightly, leaving
them with an equally heavy overhead. After marking
down the value of their raw material inventory and
witnessing a rise in the cost of overhead per unit,
the national manufacturers in despair can do nothing
else but maintain their price.
Then, as the general orice index
keeps dropping, the gap between the cost of produc-
tion and the selling price of these items broadens.
'Tholesalers
,
retailers, potential manufacturers
notice this wide variance and the margin of profit
to be obtained from this business, and soon, the
wheels of the private label industry are busily
humming away while the national manufacturers, a
few of them desperate, most of them overconf iaent
in the pov?er of their advertising, sneer at these
newcomers v/ho dare enter tneir field and sell
products sirr.il -xr to their own from fourteen to
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forty percent cheaper* than they do.
The national manufacturer has another
reason for not wanting to adjust his prices to the
trends: it is "based on experience. To cut down his
price is very easy for any producer of goods: the
public usually gladly accepts the cut and profits
thereby, tfhen the upturn in business appears, how-
ever, increasing costs of raw materials and of labor
force a rise in the price of the commodity. Then
the trouble starts. Consumers are not willing to
pay, for a given product, a higher price than they
have already paid. This product is Known throughout
tne land, the decline in its price has been notea
everywhere: why should the public pay twenty- eight
cents for it to-day when it could be had for twenty
cents a weeK ago? Sales resistance naturally follows,
and he is a very clever executive who succeeds in
replacing: the product on its former price basis
without incurring a serious loss in demand. These
considerations induce the national manufacturer
to hold nis price to the very last. Let us say,
however, that the length of this depression has
forced many nationally advertised brands oft their
* ^daptea from V.E. Telz, Printer's In* Lonthly,
i'eb. 19ZZ 4 p. If; "Where will the private brands
st< p?"
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previous prioe "basis: their only other alternative
has been to liquidate, or at least, to close the
shop.
2. The second great cause of the existence
of private brands resides in the national adverti-
sres 1 selling practices and distribution methods. 3*"
During periods of prosperity, these had been so
loosely handled that retaliation in some form was
bound to ensue.
These manufacturers have discrimi-
nated against the independent retailers, against
the voluntary and the snail chains, and even
sometimes against tne large ones. The discrimi-
nations, whether they took the form of quantity
discounts, of varying preferential discounts, of
carload lot special discounts, of class discounts
or of discounts for attaining given quotas, created
in the various distributors towards the manufacturers
an ill-feeling that coula hardly be contained till
some method of expressing itself was made known.
That method w=ts the private label. The distributors
did not want privately-labelled merchandise: they
all knew that it would encounter considerable sales
* Tartly adapted from ,Villoughby I... LcOormicK's article
in the May, 19^2 issue of Nation's Business; "The
' 7/hy' of Private Brands" p. 168

resistance and tnat their selling expense would
thereby increase, few realized at the time that
consumer demand was, for most products
,
nothing
hut a farce, llr. Craig Davidson states: ""'Probably
not more than twenty percent of the merchandise
sold in a grocery store is called for by brand name.
That leaves eighty percent of the merchandise inclu-
ding meats, fruits and vegetables, to its own devices.
The grocer and his clerks can make or break the sale
of a brand in the majority of instances. One volun-
tary chain in the Northwest claims it does not carry
a single package of Jello. Another has cut its brands
of advertised coffee to two." This opinion met many
opponents. Lost retailers refused to abide by it:
they had been reared in the assumption of consumer
demand. However, because of the antagonistic spirit
that had developed towards the national advertiser,
fe?; hesitated to accept it.
The dealers were also prompted in
this acceptance of the private label by a desire to
increase their margin of profit.** The manufacturers
of nationally advertised brands had made no effort
to maintain a profitable resale price amongst the
dealers handling their products. When these products
* Crtxig Davidson, "The Voluntary Chain Store" p. £b0
** V.H. Pelz, Printer's Ink Lo , Feb. IdSfi p. 19
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were taken as leaders and competition centered around
them in a out- throat prioe war, they even chuckled:
their output was increasing. One by one, the various
national products were introduced as loss leaders
till the retailer finally found himself in a position
where four-fifths of his sales were in nationally
advertised brands yielding an average gross margin
of less than ten percent.* .and day by day, prices
were being cut lower and lower. He had no alter-
native but to follow the trend or go cut of business.
But relief loomed in the form of private brands --
relief offering a gross margin of from twenty to
sixty percent**- and the retailer lost no time in
grasping the opportunity.
This relief seemed even more inviting
when it was known that a large part of this merchan-
dise was the very one that had heretofore been sold
as a nationally advertised brand but that the manu-
facturer had packed under a private label, called
"factory brands" to get rid of his surplus stock
and to increase his output, thereby carrying part
of r.is overhead. In this type of merchandise,
however, the manufacturer soon realized that he was
* Actual experience and also from V.H. Pel*, as above p. 7
** adapted from I.J. Xatz, oales Management, Jan. g.
1^31, n. 17: "Some straight facts about this private
brand istue."
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competing with himself, for the public, after resis-
ting somewhat these new items, soon found them to
be of as high a quality as the merchandise it was
paying a higher price for, and ceased buying the
national labels in favor of the factory brands.
The road was then paved for other private brands,
which were relatively easy to dispose of. The
retailer, in adopting them, remembered that few
of his customers ever called for an article by
brand name. He expected to sell them, unconsciously
or through persuasion, his new favorites, for he
believed in the p07/er of advertising. He soon
learnt, however, that Jello merely meant gelatine
and that the brand name was just used to designate
a type of product. *"The consumer asks for parti-
cular brands of only a few items. She asks for
Jello simply because she has never learnt to ask
for gelatine; the brand name has become tne product
name, as in the case of Kodak and camera. She pro-
bably asks for coffee by brand name as often as any
other item, yet she asks for coffee without men-
tioning a brand name thirty percent of the time."
Such a regular practice favored the expansion of
private brands.
* Craig Daviuson, "The Voluntary Ohuin"
,
p. £64
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3. Growth of the voluntary chain, ground the
corner lay in wait an oft-forgotten man, the whole-
saler. He witnessed the increasing popularity of
the pr i Vcite label with a speculative eye. His
business was slowly crumbling beneath him under the
incessant attacks of the chain store. The manufac-
turer had, moreover, been attempting to eliminate
him by selling direct to the retailer. Shrewdly,
he had been watching every movement in popular
trends, waiting for revenge. He now had the means
at his disposal. 7/ould he make use of them? Such
an opportunity was too good to miss. One by one,
he presented his private brands to his retail trade,
guaranteeing their quality and thus binding it to
him and satisfying its demand for a non-competitive
brand. He sometimes even went farther. He began
to establish voluntary cooperative retail buying
chains which contracted to ma.ce all their purchases
from him. Of these independents he made real chain
stores by giving them common colors, common chain
store prices and brands, by issuing circulars under
the chain's name and by maicing them reta.il on a
c^sh basis. The otner chains scoffed at tne idea,
claiming that the narrow margin of profit allowed
each store would force tne independent owners of
tne stores out of this scheme. They were wrong.
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Voluntary chains are of increasing importance to-day,
for the Independent Grocers' Alliance boasts of a
membership of over twelve thousand while the Red
and White, the Uaborhood Stores, and the Nation-
Wide are more slowly but just as surely building up
powerful organizations based on a price and quality
appeal and backed by public demand and approval.
4. Manufacturers' failure to cooperate with
chains. Voluntary chains resulted from the growing
importance of private brands. Regular chains may
be said to have been a factor in the creation of
the voluntaries since they were one of tne major
factors that assured the success cf the private
brands. Chains have always based their anpeal on
price. Moreover, during this depression, prices
were cut radically. More nationally advertised
items were used as loss leaders than have ever
been used before. Independent grocers met chain
store competition and forced the latter to reduce
their prices. The manufacturer failed to cooperate
with the chain. He viewed nothing but his own
interest. *"The chain cannot afford to lose confi-
dence in the manufacturer any more than the manufac-
turer can afford to be without the cooperation of
* W.F.I. Tuttle, Chain otore Review, March, 198$, p. 37
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the chain, if this cooperation can be obtained on
a reasonable basis." The former, however, usually-
refused his cooperation in any form what soever.
Meanwhile, prices kept dropping. When they fell
below the profitable mariC, the chains as well as
the independents sought relief outside these
standard brands and adopted the private label.
It was so well suited to the moment's needs that
almost everyone adopted it and be^an to promote it.
At first a mere skeleton of a brand, through
assiduous control of its quality, the nursing of
its price, trie sales promotion used, it gradually
gained more importance in the minds of the people.
It finally reached the stage where the consumer
usually accepted it as readily as any nationally
advertised brand, because it had or oven its worth.
The growth of the chain store, the
national advertisers' distribution policies and
selling practices, the difficulty encountered in
adjusting prices to trends, ail these were factors
in the success of the private brands. These factors,
however, could never have promoted private brands
if conditions had not been so favorable to them.
Depression really created the private label and the
other factors insured its growth. Depression,
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followed by unemployment, part-time working, low
wages, caused a demand for lower-priced foods,
the essential of life.* The labor class first
to feel the shock -- hunted for bargains; the
middle class followed its lead; even the upper
class refused to spurn a considerable savings in
the weekly food bill. So the private label was
introduced and met with a surprising popularity.
It grew fast and asserted itself, so that today,
we are reasonably sure that the higher- quality
private labels have definitely established their
future
.
This future seems ail the more encou-
raging when one considers the numerous advantages
that have been found to result from the distribution
of private brands. The standard brand manufacturer,
it must be admixted, still keeps a finger in the
private label dealer's pie, and the benefits to be
derived from the distribution of his brands are a
strong factor in keeping that finger there; but his
antagonized dealer is certainly exerting his ability
in an effort to draw the r ie from under the manufac-
turer's thumb. His own lafeel is granting him his
help in this enterprise by revealing- daily, new advan-
tages that tend to destroy those previously held by
little Jack Horner of the pumpkin pie.
* adapted from S. ..
.
Dean, The Voluntary Jh-tin, Dec. &1, p. l

OH^PTiR III
The Relative advantages of Private Brands
Consumers
advantages
1. Timeliness. The recent private "brand progress
has "been due, in larsre part, to its timeliness. The
price advantage it emphasized was sufficient to insure
its success during a period when the stringency of
money, low wages, nation-wide unemployment , and decreased
industrial activity forced the well-to-do people to
guard their expenses closely and the middle and lower
classes to make drastic reductions in their food budget
with the result that canned foods became classified
as semi- chopping goods instead of mere convenience goods.
Ohain food stores which had been consistently growing
had already featured private brands; the voluntary
chains, a result of chain store competition, adopted
the chain's Strongest weapon, the private brand, and
their phenomenal growth is due, in part, to the ease
of adaptation of these brands to tae stores.
Besides the timeliness of the abearance
of the private brand, however, there are many other
factors which may be regarded as the indirect causes
of its general adoption, but that really constitute
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comparative advantages over tne nationally adver-
tised brand.
<c . Quality. The consumer has benefited, often
unconsciously, through private brands. Although the
quality of such merchandise has often been doubted,
especially by the manufacturers of standard brands,
there can be no doubt that both manufacturers and
distributors who are interested in establishing a
sound business are reluctant to put their names on
goods of a doubtful quality. They know that a brand
carries with it the reputation of its owners and
that it is dangerous to capitalize on the reputation
of one brand &n4 to allow inferior goods to be packed
under it.* One must, however, readily admit that many
items sold under private label cannot compare, as far
as quality is concerned, with tne same item packed
under the national advertiser's label, but this oppor-
tunist merchandise cannot be accepted as the general
rule. The vice-president of a well-known cnain of
grocery stores** asserted lately before a group of
national -brand manufacturers that he knew tfcfct the
quality of most of his private label goods was as
higrh, and often higher than tnat of the manufacturer
* Adapted from ,/ells A. Sherman, "Me ^chandi sins: Fruits
and Vegetables", p. 110
** Does not v/ant to be ;uoted in this respect
i
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who advertised his product in competition with this
label. There is another company I know of where
goods are not packed under the firm's label unless
it is proven that their quality compares favorably
with that of the national advertiser. A salesman,
wanting to disprove this statement, approached the
purchasing agent of the company one day, and attempted
to establish the predominance of quality and taste
of his product over the comoany's own product. To
prove his point conclusively, the executive proposed
a "blind test" on three different brands, including
the salesman's brand and the company's private brand.
The samples were presented in small cups, each bearing
a different number, i^ach one was to indicate his
choice and the reasons for it on a piece of paper
without in any way communicating with the other two
samplers* When the count was taken, it was found
that the three samplers, the salesman included, had
chosen the company's private label, and that quality
and taste were included in the reasons for this
selection. The salesman must have had, thereafter,
more respect for rivate brands or less confidence
in his ability to judge merchandise
•
3. Price. quality is a most important factor
when comparing two types of goods, but in a period
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of acute fin&nai&l distress, prioe often plays the
leading role, and saon is the case new* Private
brand prices are certainly lower than standard
brand prices. The variance usually ranges from
15$ to 40$** Just what difference should exist to
make private brand business profitable for the re-
tailer is doubtful: some say 14$, others as high
as 86$; at any rate, the consumer regards a lower
price as a distinct advantage, providing he is rea-
sonably sure of the quality of the product, and this
advantage is obtainable from most private brands.
4. attention. There is, however, from the
consumer's viewpoint a still greater benefit tc
be derived from tne existence of these brands. The
competitive situation which has fostered them and
which they tend to intensify by their emphasis on
price appeal has forced tne retailer to give his
trade more attention. He must imprest unon the
customer the Value of his product and in order to
do so, he must know about it. The consumer, there-
fore, obtains a greater knowledge of the • roducts,
methods of comparing them with others, and certain
definite criteria of quality besides the personal
attention gladly extended b$r the retailer to any
* from V.H. Pelz, Printer's Ink Monthly, )«b. 19*58,
p. 19 " T.7here will the nrivate brands stop?"
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purchaser of his own brands.
5. Variety of Selection. The consumer also has
a greater variety from which to select as the wise
retailer always carries some advertised brands on
his shelve beside his own.
Disadvantages
1. Price fluctuations. On the other hand,
however, the extreme price fluctuations of private
brands make it difficult for the occasional buyer
to determine exactly the value of what he is pur-
chasing. Such is the case especially when he does
not trade regularly from the same well-conducted
store. Different brands mean different prices,
and there is no basis for comparing the two values
before actually trying them.
c.
.
Quality uncertain. The consumer without
a definite brand policy also runs the risic of buying
certain goods in which quality is not maintained
up to standards. This condition is easily remedied
however, by adopting a specific private brand of
proven quality and regularly calling for it by name
from the retailer.
3. Limitation of sources of one specific private
brand. A difficulty arises here. One must trade
from the same store or group of stores to ol tain
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this brand, whereas the nationally advertised brand
can be obtained at any retail store in any part of
the country. This limitation of the distributors
of each private brand is a necessar:/ disadvantage
derived from its basic characteristic: the irnpos-
Bibility for other retailers to compete directly
with any one brand. It actually hinders greatly
the expansion of this new industry, but, as the
trends indicate a more thorough and efficient control
of these brands through the natural "weeding out"
process, it is probable that this factor will scon
lose much of its importance.
Conclusion
From the point of view of the consumer,
we may, therefore, safely conclude that private brands
offer him a better investment, providing he is rea-
sonably sure that the quality of the merchandise he
purchases is maintained up to standards, tfrom the
distributors' viewpoint, however, the problem presents
an entirely different aspect.
Dis tr ibutors
Advantages
Common to both wholesalers and retailers.
1. Pro flt0 f The great motive of all business
and the most important factor tending towards the
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introduction of private brands were profits; and
profits still remain the principal objective in
the distribution of canned foods. The private
label offers the distributor a larger margin of
profit than does the standard label. This dif-
ference may range from 10 to 50 or §Q$>.* It
sometimes means a change from a loss on the sale
of one item to a good profit on the sale of its
privately branded correlative. In any case, the
gross margin of profit on each individual item is
sure to be larger for private than for standard
brands
.
2. Price cutting. The profits derived from
the sale of these items are also made secure and
permanent. When two competing merchants carry the
very same line of merchandise, if one of the two
cuts his price, the other must follow suit or lose
part of his trade to his competitor. If, however,
the merchandise of the second merchant is under a
different label from that of the first, he can claim
the higher quality of his product or the difference
between the two as his reason for maintaining his
price. He would thereby suffer no great loss of
trade. This can be aone only because there is no
* V.H. Pelz, Printers' Ink, Lo., Feb. 1'Jc'c
,
p. 19
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basis for comparison between the two. By adopting
private brands, wholesalers and retailers thus
entrench themselves against price ingressions by
competitors and protect their profits, although
free competition is the basic principle of American
industry, price-cutting, its chief medium, inevi-
tably leads to a decrease or a loss of profits,
especially when the demand is not sufficiently large
to support all of the distributors in the field.
Price cutting is made possible only by the absence
of price maintenance laws in a country where volume
is continually sought after at the expense of prices
and profits.
3. Price elasticity.* Anotner advantage to
be derived from private brands resides in price
elasticity. National brands, as a result of adver-
tisements, usually have a fixed value in the consumer's
mind. \7hen a period of crisis or liquidation appears
and the price of all other commodities are gradually
adjusted to the trends, trie standard brands are
forced to maintain their own. Their size and produc-
tion schedules have forced them to maze commitments
long in advance so that following the trend of taking
an inventory loss of stoc* on hand might prove fatal
* Lawrence 0. LocKley, Ph.D., author of "Vertical Coopera-
tive Advertising" in Advertising & bellinw, June U, 1951,
p. IV "Let's do sometnii.sr about private brands."
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to them. Even though a loss were ta.^en on material
inventory, there is still a great difficulty in cutting
the consumer price of the product. It lies in the
consumer's natural repugnance to paying, for a given
product, more than he used to pay previously. And
such would be the case when prosperity would return.
The cutting of a price in a period of depression would
naturally greatly increase the sale of that product.
But how about restoring the original prices in times
of -orosperity? Violent consumer reaction to such a
tactic may prove disastrous to a manufacturer.
The distributor of the private label
has no such worries. His regular price is not gene-
rally known, so th&t a slight increase or decrease
has little effect upon his sales to consumers. He
can vary them to meet the competition of standard
brands or of other private labels or he may maintain
them without any important effects upon his profits.
The difference between private and standard brands
and their price relations with the public may be
compared to the difference between the life of an
ordinary citizen and that of a president. The former
can do as they please and no one will notice them;
the latter are continually in the public eye and their
every move is noted.
J
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4. localization and advertising. Another
important advantage of the private brand whioh has
"been given less publicity than prioe and profits
resides in its tendency to be more or less of a
local brand. Confined to a city or district, a
brand may spend its power more effectively than can
a national product covering a nation-wide market.
.after price appeal, the principal
medium of publicity and power for a private brand
is the same as that of standard brands, advertising.
In one case, however, the advertising is scattered
over a wide area and the copy is adapted to the
general interest of a certain group with the result
that many sections and groups aren't interested in
the product nor in the copy so that much effort and
money is wasted. In the other case, however, the
advertising is limited to a certain section, and the
copy is prepared with a view to the residents of that
section whose habits, tastes and preferences are well
known to the advertisers, with a direct result of
greater effectiveness and more profitable returns.
Lloreover, greater lineage and several appearances
can be secured in a local newspaper for the price
of one advertisement of medium size in any national
periodical. This gives the local distributor tne
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advantage of attracting the consumer's attention
through repetition. Craig Davidson says: **A
private brand may, in any given locality, become
as well-known and as highly regarded as a nationally
distributed "brand. The private brand advertising
in that locality may have several times the spread
and weight that the national brand has. To the local
consumer, the private bra^d may be better known than
any except the oldest and most heavily advertised
of the national brands."
The result of local advertising is,
therefore, the creation of local consumer demand,
which can easily be built up in spite of the sup-
posed power of the demand for nationally-advertised
goods. This so-called consumer demand is often
nothing but an illusion. **" Advertising men who
have spent millions of dollars trying to establish
consumer demand are someti .es sadly disillusioned
when they stand around a grocery stcre watching
people buy. They have created consumer acceptance
possibly, but the demand burns with a feeble flame.
Except in cases of named items Ilka Jeilo, Lux,
Crisco, Palmolive, Karo, etc., the average woman
* Oraig Davidson, "The Voluntary Chain Store", p. £90
** ibidem, p. 264
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has no particular preference among three or four
brands of the same item. If they are familiar to
her "by name, she assumes that they are equally good.
The recommendation of the grocer means more to her
than anything the advertiser has. said." She will
trust the grocer before trusting the brand name.
And if the brand recommended by the grocer happens
to bear the name of the store, she will not hesitate
to purchase as she is always sure of be'ing able to
get her money back if, for any reason whatsoever,
she is dissatisfied with the merchandise. The
wholesaler, therefore, finds no difficulty whatsoever
in selling his own branded merchandise through his
voluntary chain. *"^ny wholesaler who has attempted
to put over private brands of his own would be amazed
to see how well those private labels which are tied
in with the name of the stores succeed in voluntary
chains." It is thus evident that a local brand has
at least a fair chance of succeeding against a stan-
dard brand. Another reason for the success of these
brands lies in the natural pride of any citizen for
enterprises and products of his own locality which
he does his utmost to encourage.
* Craig Davidson, "The Voluntary Chain Store", p. £8^
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Expansion of profits, elimination of
price-cutting, the "benefits to be obtained from the
cultivation of a local field are advantages that aa?e
common to any distributor of private brands. Whole-
salers and retailers, however, find further specific
advantages which often encourage them to handle such
lines
.
Wholesaler. 1. Control of quality.* The whole-
saler or jobber has often been faced with the necessity
of changing, from year to year, his source of supply
from one manufacturer to another in order to main-
tain the quality of the product he is selling. The
change in quality of the supplying company may have
been due to storms, droughts, shortages, or other
reasons which curtailed, in certain years, the growth
of a high-quality product. In such a case, the jobber
had to buy from another source packing his specified
grade and was, in sucn instances, forced to accept the
brand of this new company. This practice of changing
brands from year to year had a demoralizing effect
upon his trade, for the retailers, after pushing and
succeeding in establishing a brand, were forced to
abandon it and renew the process for another label.
After adopting a private label, the jobber could
make his purchases according to his specifications
* White & HayweircL, "Marketing Practice" r>. Ic7
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in any part cf the country and nave the goods packed
under his own name. He thus assumed a positive con-
trol over the quality of the products he distributed
and insured the retailer against a discontinuance of
his Id rand. The consumer, the retailer, and himself
benefited through such a practice: the consumer, in
"being assured of standard quality; the retailer, in
foregoing the necessity of continual changes in brands
(to insure standard quality); the jobber, in reaping
the benefits of an established brand in terms of
increased sales.
The wholesaler can also determine just
what quality his particular trade wants. The hignest
quality is not necessarily the one that is best adapted
to a market. *"So far as the question of uniform
quality is concerned, they (the wholesalers) point
out that the best quality is the one which most people
like which may be a 14 -cent corn in St. Louis and
a 20-cent corn in Cleveland . The store brand, they
say, should be the one that appeals to the greatest
possible number of customers. The wholesalers and
retailers in any particular locality are the only ones
who can know that." **"The Olover-tfarm and Nation-
Wide system of handling private brands offers the
* Craig Davidson, "The Voluntary Chain Store", p. 283
** ibid.
,
page 263
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advantage of "being pacKed to the market." Thus the
wholesalers supplying eaoh section determine whioh
quality is best suited to their section and pack
that quality. No national "brand can do this, for
it places standard quality above all else with the
result that its products are not so well adapted
to certain markets as to others.
The national brands, we must admit,
have made possible the establishment of chain and
even independent grocery stores by creating consu-
mer recognition for their products, and even, in
some cases, consumer demand. The latter, however,
though a valuable selling asset, has forced the
retailer and the wholesaler to carry the standard
label. The distributors thus became dependent upon
the manufacturer of these brands.
£. Independence from manufacturer. This
dependence was, in itself, no disadvantage to the
wholesaler, but the consequent practices indulged
in by the manufacturer at the distributor's expense
forced him to seek his independence. The private
label offerred him this opportunity. It diu even
more. By creating consumer aaceptance, and in some
cases, consumer demand for the wholesal er 1 s product,
it placed the manufacturers tit his disposal, and he
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lost no chance of retaliating with his best weapon,
his own label. Certain manufacturers had indulged
in direct relations with the retailer, thereby
eliminating the wholesaler as middleman.
3. Dependence of retailers. tfith his own
brand, ths wholesaler now made the retailers di-
rectly dependent upon him, the sole source of supply
fcr his brand. He thus insured a continuous trade
from his retailers and a sure source of •profit for
the future. When, for competitive purposes, he even
went farther and organized his retailers into a
voluntary chain, he had availed himself of the
combined advantages of the chains and of the manu-
facturers; volume sales and purchases for his stores,
and sole control of the brands he distributed.
Although many wholesalers formed
voluntary chains, most of them were satisfied with
establishing their own brands.
4. Customers. To them fell further advantages.
Selling their own latel afforded them the possibility
of attracting new customers interested in the profits
or the quality to be obtained therefrom.* New lines
of merchandise could also be off erred to the old cus-
tomers and the wholesaler could, moreover, supply two
* Ralph Starr Butler, 1929, Alexander Hamilton Institute,
Modern Business Series, "Marketing and Merchandising"
p. £43
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competing- retailers with the same grade of goods
packed under different private labels.* This prac-
tice tended to eliminate all ill-feeling "between
the two and excluded, for the wholesaler, the possi-
bility of losing one of his customers for competitive
reasons
.
Retailer.
1. Interest. To the retailer, the private
"brand offers a greater interest. Pride in his perso-
nal property would induce him to do more construc-
tive merchandising in order to increase his sales.
It would eventually lead him to become a better
salesman. He would naturally have to put more
salesmanship behind the sale of his products, but
efforts seldom cause greater harm than gain.
%, Security. The retailer's interest in his
own brand would be enhanced by a natural feeling of
security derived from the control of a non-competitive
item, which could be used as a basis for consumer
goodwill
.
B« Consumer goodwill. In fact, if a definite
retail trade can be built up around a private brand
and if this brand can create a certain consumer
preference for it, the prestige of the store carrying
this label is definitely assured. This is admittedly
* White 2c Hayward "Marketing Practice", p. 1E7
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no easy task to perform, "but success along these
lines is a definite assurance of the continuous
operation of a profitable business.
The advantages described above are
powerful incentives for distributors to carry private
brands. There are, however, a number of disadvantages
of considerable importance which tend to make distri-
butors hesitate before launching into this new field.
Disadvantages
.
Common to both wholesaler and retailer. 1. Selling
expense. The first of these disadvantages relates to
price. *"It is generally said that the distributor's
private brands cost him less than similar brands that
are advertised by their manufacturer. When this is
true, it is usually because the actual manufacturer
of the private brand goods has a very low selling cost
or because the distributor, if he is a real manufac-
turer, charges himself at first only with the factory
cost of the goods. It has not been proved, however,
that the entire cost of his own private brands to a
distributor is less, speaking generally, than the cost
of manufacturers' brands. The selling cost must be
added to the price paid by the distributor. The dis-
tributor, and of course, trie consumer, must pay the
* Ralph Starr Butler, Alexander Hamilton Institute,
Modern Business Series, "Marketing ana Merchandising",
page &42
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cost of creating demand, regardless of whether that
cost is incurred partly "by the manufacturer or enti-
rely by the distributor." *"The private brand policy
is dangerous and therefore unprofi table .. .7/hen the
cost of distribution of a private brand increases the
cost of distributing manufacturers' brands."
2. Turnover and Investment. This happens when
the larger investments required for mailing profitable
deals in private brands lower the stock-turn, and
therefore, reduce the prorated return on capital,
thereby adding to the selling expense (in terms of
percentage of invested capital) , not only of the private
but of the manufacturer's brand.
5« Danger of substitution. The private brand
also offers every distributor the temptation to substi-
tute and to lower his material cost by lowering the
quality of his products, in the hope that tne consumer
will not notice the change. Such a practice has been
adopted by many distributors to tneir great grief for,
not only have these brands soon lost all consumer
acceptance, but all of the distributor's other brands
have felt the effects of the consumer's loss of confi-
dence brought about by this substitution.
* 3.W. Dean, "Finding out the real truth about private
brands"
, The Voluntary Chain, December, 1981, p. 17
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Wholesaler. 1. Advertising. Besides the dis-
advantages that are common to all distributors of
private "brands, there is one disadvantage which relates
particularly to the wholesaler and which is a natural
effect of our basically competitive system of distri-
bution: advertising. Although local advertising is,
in the hands of the wholesaler, a very strong weapon
against nationally advertised brands, when it is used
to some extent by many wholesalers in the same commu-
nity, there is an overlapping of advertising which
makes it more ex-oensive for the wholesaler.* The
extent of the advertising of many of these aistributo rs
,
instead of fixing the attention upon all of them,
usually creates confusion in the consumer's mind and
the effect of individual advertisements is practically
nullified, if not completely lost.
Retailer. 1. Dependence upon wholesaler.
The retailer selling a wholesaler's private brand
must rely upon the latter' s advertising to attract
attention to his brand. As the wholesaler is the
sole distributor of this brand, when consumer demand
has been created around it, there is no choice for
the retailer but to submit to the jobber's dictates
or to begin building up a new brand. It is usually
* Adapted from L.D.H. Weld, nation's Business,
January, 1931, p. 56
•
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to the advantage of both distributors to oc operate,
however, so that such lordly ruling very seldom
occurs
.
2. Price selling, not brana selling. Whether
wholesaler or retailer brands, the success of all
private brands is usually based upon price appeal.
*"Uow, it must be remembered that those who buy
'price 1 are not buying a given brand. Those brands
which are sold because of the price inducement have
not really been sold in the full sense of the word
and will not stay sold when the consumer is able
once more to enjoy a choice of the favorite brands
she prefers when the consumer once again feels that
she can afford tnat pleasure." All private brands,
however, are not sold solely on a price, but on a
quality basis, and many of them can boast of ten
years or more of arrowing success.
Conclusion.
As a rule, we believe it safe to state
tnat private brands of a reliable, uniform quality
at a fair t>rice are advantageous to the consumer,
the retailer, and the wholesaler, and tnat the fear,
suspicion, and distrust which has lately surrounded
private brands in general anu hampered tneir success,
* S.,7. Lean, The Voluntary Ohain, Dec. 1981, p. 17
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are due to distress selling, substitution, and the
lowering of quality standards by short-sighted dis-
tributors who sought nothing but immediate profits,
with no thought for the future. The countless
editorials and trade paper items condemning private
brands are usually found, upon analysis, to condemn
nothing but the unfair practices whioh have arisen
around the private brands. *"It is plain that a
ereat many who condemn private brands are making a
mistake, in that they really mean to condemn only
imitation and substitution as a competitive method...
(Private brands are fully justified) .. .provided
the production, wholesaling and retailing of (them)
return all costs and a reasonable profit, not on
something else, but on (the privately branded
items) ."
Whatever may be one's opinion concerning
private brands, he must take into consideration,
before trying to forecast their future, certain recent
trends that are highly indicative of the possibility
of their ever becoming an important part of our distri-
butive system, and also of the tynes of private brands
that are likely to survive.
* Nelson B. Gaskill, Pres., Lead Pencil Institute, former
chairman of the federal Trade Commission; Sales Mana-
gement, April 83, 19SS, p. 8u: "Is the private brand
really vicious?"

CHAPTER IV
Trends till 1931
Private "brands are not of recent
origin. They have taken an active part in oar
competitive system of distributing foods for over
forty years. There are many reliable wholesale
houses that have built their business around their
private labels many years age. Amongst others are;
The Ranney-Davis Mercantile Company of ^.rkansas Oity,
45 years; The Waples-Platter Company of Fort Worth,
Texas, 35-40 years; The S.S. Pierce Company of Boston,
39 years; H. Midwood & Sons of Providence, R.I., 35
years; Hale-Ealsell Company of McAlester
,
Oklahoma,
30 years; to mention but a few outstanding names
from a long list of private brand promoters. The
percentage of the sales of these companies, however,
to the total volume of sales of canned foods in the
United States has always been relatively small. It
is therefore evident that the branus sold by these
firms have not created the orivate brt^nd problem,
though they may have helped to enhance it.
The real problem originated but a few
years ago and became important when, in 19L9, the
i
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depression offered it its full support.
In 1927, '.Yhite* reports that attempts
to eliminate the high costs of distribution had re-
sulted in the grouping of companies into cooperative
retail "buying associations. 96 such croups existed
in 1927. In the grocery field, a survey was made and
it was found that fifteen of the twenty-seven stores
answering the inquiries or 57$ of them carried private
brands. A few of these associations were: The ffranJc-
ford Grocery Company, with sales of }6 # 000,000 per
year; Tne Cincinnati V/holesale Grocery Company; the
Retail Grocers' Exchange of Delaware; the Greasey
Jorporation in Kentucky; the American Grocers' Society;
and the National Retailer-Owned Wholesale Grocers'
association.
The trend at that time, however, is
reported by White and Hayward** as being towards less
jobbers' private brands. The wave of prosperity that
spread over the country minimized the benefits to be
derived from a private label business while it placed
undue emphasis upon the competitive advantages of
nationally advertised brands. The manufacturers of
these brands found such security in their advertising
* Adapted from White's " Cooperative Retail Buying
associations", 1987
, p. 138
** Adapted from White and Hayward 's "Market lng Practice"
1987, P. 157
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and in the consumer demand they had supposedly created
that the principle of "assuring the distributors' profits to
insure your own" was soon completely forgotten as they
granted various kinds of preferential disccunts in
order to obtain tne volume which was then considered
essential to increase profits.
Such discriminative practices resulted
in the distributor's changing his attitude towards
the manufacturer from one of cooperation to one of
antagonism. The larger chains which obtained the
greatest benefit from these discriminations clamored
for more discounts ; the smaller ones demanded that
they be placed on an equal basis with the big chains;
individual retailers and wholesalers considered their
treatment unfair; and most of them turned to private
brands as the best method of retaliation for these
practices. The private brands were thereby given more
power. They rapidly expanded in size and number, and
after tne advent of the depression, they had become
such an important factor in distribution that the
Federal Trade Commission, at the request of tne Seriate,
began to investigate conditions in chain store private
brands
.
The report of the Commission is one
of the very few documents from which can be obtained
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real, fact-based figures concerning private brands.
It must, therefore, be studied at length. The
figures it discloses apply only to chain stores.
After excepting, however, certain factors whicn
cannot be considered in regard to other distributors,
v/e may say that the trends revealed by this report
are indicative of the trends of the industry as a
whole, although the percentages may vary.
EEDEEAI TBaDi^ OOMMISSIOB REPORT
1. quality. *"The grading tests (conducted by
the Commission) showed that the chains slightly
exceeded other distributors 4n the loroportion of
their cans of branded vegetables which graded
'extra standard 1 . They were substantially below
the average for all tyr>es of distributors combined
(and also below both manufacturers and cooperative
chains) in the proportion of their cans graded
'fancy'... In the proportion of their cans of
branded fruits graded 'choice', the chains substan-
tially exceeded any ot/.er group, but a better show-
ing in the proportions of 'fancy' grade was made by
both manufacturers and wholesalers." As a rule, we
may say that the chain's average brand is of a higher
quality that that of the manufacturer as disclosed
* Adapted and quoted from the Federal Trade Commission
report to the Senate on "Private Brands", Sffrpt., 1938
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by the following statement: *"The onain's proportion
of cans graded 1 choice 1 and 'fancy' combined was not
only above the average, but it was appreciably higher
than that of either manufacturers, wholesalers, or
cooperative chains." Thus is corrected., at least
regarding chains, the general belief tnat private
brands are usually of an inferior quality.
iixactiy what bearing the factor of
quality has upon the number 01 stores distributing
private brands presents a difficult problem but one
cannot believe that such a large numDer of chains
disregarded quality in adopting brands of their own.
Extent of ownership and sales of private
brands. In fact, **"four hundred and twelve chains,
or about one- fourth of the 1660 which furnished
brand information in 1^2^-SO, owned private branas.
They operated 77 percent of the stores, however,
and transacted 7b percent of tne total business of
all reporting chains. Twenty-eight percent (or 561
chains) of the 1&47 chains reporting in 1^51 owned
private brands, but they operated over 81 percent
of the stores and transacted nearly 81 percent of
the total business. Private brand-owning chains
* Federal Trade Oorr.missi on report, p« I
** ibid.
,
p. 2
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operated more than ten times as many stores on the
average as tne non-brand-owning chains." therefore,
* n the proportion of brand- owning chains varied directly
with the size of the group... with one exception
(the 501-1000 stores group)", and the trend of "brand-
owning chains and their sales was definitely UDward,
at least, until 1931.
**"In eaon year, private brand sales
represented approximately 2b percent of the total
sales of private brand- owning chains. Two hundred
fifty-five chains reported, private hrana sales aggre-
gating 9514,000,000 in 1^2y and £74 chains reported
a total of v 51^,000,000 for such sales in 1^30",
(excluding tne Great Atlantic and Pacific lea Go.
and the Kroner Grocery and Baiting Company) . If we
plot the figures for 1^2^ on this basis, we find that
2b> of the reporting com anies, operating 77% of the
stores, transact 71^ of the total business done by
these reporting stores, or ,#2,250,000,000. Of these
sales, 2b c/t, or v 610,000,000 are of private label
merchandise. ( s* e figure on n&ere 5b)
3. Trend of chain store private brand sales.
***"!. Tnere has been an enormous increase in the
* Feaeral Trade Commission report, id. 3
** ibia.
,
p. 3
*** ibid., p. 4
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dollar volume of private brand sales in chain stores
since ly2b, both including and excluding The Great
Atlantic and Pacific Tea Company and the Kroner
Grocery and Baking Company figures.
£. Excluding the sales of the
Great Atlantic and Pacific Tea Company and the Kroger
Grocery and Baling Company, there has been a considerable
increase in the proportion of the sales of private
"brand merchandise to total sales in the period studied.
Even including these two companies, there was an appre-
ciable relative increase from iy£b to ly^O for the
larger of the two grouns of identical companies."
In ly^y , the Great Atlantic and Pacific Tea Company
and tat Kroger Grocery and BaKiine: Company had com-
bined total sales of approximately 4^1 ,300 ,OuO ,OUO
of which 19% or -^4:6,000,000 were in private brand
goods. In lyoO, the total sales of both were
|l,3i£ ,400,000 of which Vd% or v Ll1,000,000 were
in private label merchandise. During tms period,
however, Kroger had been decreasing its number of
sucn items with a resulting decrease in sales, so
that the (Jreat Atlantic and Pacific Tea Co. had
really increased its percentage of private brand
sales to total sales, although the combined per-
centage 01 the two had remained the same. The
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report states that *"the trend of private brand
business appears to be definitely upward in grocery
and meat chains... It was also clearly upward from
ly£ti to 1980 in grocery. .. cnains . " The number of
commodities sold under private labels by each chain
was rather small at tne time of this investigation.
Kroger, with its ninety- two such items, ranked first
amongst the seven largest chains for the number of
privately-labelled items distributed. Atlantic and
pacific was second with sixty-nine items, and each
of the remaining five chains reported more tnan forty
commodities sold under private labels. Tine report
goes on to enumerate the most frequently reported
items sold in such manner.
4. Kind of merchandise sold under private labels.
**" Eased on an analysis of reports received from 70
grocery and grocery and meat cnains operating over
20,000 stores as of Dec. 51 t ±yfco f coffee ( 52 chains)
is the most frequently reported commodity sold under
private labels, no other commodity except flour
( 2y chains) being reported by half as many chains.
Tea, mayonnaise, canned milK, and cutter follow in
the order named." Otrer commodities which reported
* Federal Trade Commission report, p. 4
** ibid
. ,
p. 4
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large private brand sales were: canned beans,
catsup, canned corn, jelly, canned peaches, canned
peas, sandwich spreads, and canned tomatoes. In
ly£b, Atlantic and Pacific sold *"8j percent of its
coifee under private brand; Safeway Stores, Inc.,
of California, 100 percent of its butter; Kroger,
y2 percent of its coffee; Grand Union, ol) percent
of its canned vegetables; and First national, 100
percent of its bread and can:e." As will be seen
later, most oi the privately branded items beinsr
sponsored toy various companies usually account for
more than jdU^j of the sales of that particular
commodity. This condition may be aue to the sales
pressure exerted in the promotion oi private brands
by the owners oi the brands. It may be aue also to
the natural contidence that is created by a brand
bearing the store's name or by tne very reputation
of the companies. It is generally admitted, nowever,
that the lower selling price ci the private label
has always been an important factor in obtaining
sales supremacy over its standard brand equivalent.
b, PriciijR policies and maric-un on nnvate and
standard brand merchandise. **" According to a majo-
rity oi the reporting chains ... private brands
* Federal Trade Commission report, p« 4
** ibid.
,
t). 6
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generally were priced lower than competing standard
brands chiefly because of lower cost. Seventy-nine
cnains or about one-tnird of the 2^b reporting on
their pricing policies priced tneir private brands
lower than competing standard brands, but tneir group
operated 73 percent (38,753) of the 44,853 stores
operated by the 2<ib chains. Trie policy of 126 chains,
or 61 percent of those reporting, was to sell botn
private brands and standard brands at the s.^me price."
In spite of this poiic.y, these stores generally
admitted thai,, in tne types oi goods in wnich they
pacK their own brand, tneir private label secured
tne largest sales. *"Tne remaining 43 cnains, or
17 percent of tne 2<tb reporting, pricea tneir private
brands higher than competing standard brands, but
those cnains operated only 939 stores or about 2
percent of those operated by the £Ad chains. The
chains pricing private brands lower than standard
brands averaged 414 stores per chain, those pricing
private and standard brands tne same were next with
89 stores ner cnain, while chains pricing private
brands higher than standard brands averaged the
smallest number oi stores per chain, only £2."
* Federal Trade Commission renort, p. 6
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No . of
chains
QiP No. of
stores
Arerage
no. stores
pel ohain
Private brands
priced
Lower uqual Higher
32 7y 73 32,733 414 X
51 126 25 11,181 8y X
17 43 2 ysy 22 X
jPig f 4. Pricing policies of chains
The reasons given for these pricing
policies were:
Hi°:ner prices:
a) "That no retail price for private "brands was
established fey competition;"
b) that "private brands were usually of higher
quality than standard brand nroducts;"
c) that "a larger profit on private brands was
desirable in order tc onset the small profit made
on standard brand merchandise;"
d) that "more sales effort was required to sell
pr ivat e b rand s .
"
lower prices:
a) "That private brands cost less;"
b) "that a low price is the chief sales areruc:ent
in selling private brands;"
c) "that a low price on private brands attracts
customers to the store; and"
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&) "that a low price increases private brand
sales, thus building up a repeat business on such
brands ."
Equal prices:
a) "That such a policy furnished a reasonable
profit or a fair basis lor profits;"
b) "that the quality is the same, therefore,
the price should be the same;"
c) that it was just "meeting competition of
standard brands." Tnis last argument is one pre-
sented by stores which nave adopted private brands,
not as a definite basis upon whicn tc build their
business, but ratner, as a temporary weapon against
national brand price-cutting. This is tne tyt>e of
store in which the private brands are more apt to
prove of inferior quality.
*"In addition to the general statements
on pricing policies, reports were received on the
actual selling prices, March oJ, 1^2^, of private
brands and competing standard brands whicn had the
highest mari£-up. A total of 21L usable comparative
prine reports on <±<i diiierent commodities were
received from grocery and grocery and meat chains.
If a hypothetical customer, on March 2u, 1989, had
* Federal Trade SomnlMiOB report, p. 7
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purchased all 424 commodities (2ib under private
brands ana 812 under standard, brands) from the
grocery and grocery and meat chains reporting, his
private "brands would have cost him v y~.Li; and his
competing standard brands would have cost $105. 21,
In otner words, the private brands sold for vl2.yy
or 1£.£ percent less than the standard brands. Of
the total of 'cYc pairs of comparative price quota-
tions, there ?/ere Yl'c in which the private brand
was sold at a lower price than the eompfeting stan-
dard brand item, dZ in which botn were sold at the
same price, and six in which the private brand was
sold at a higher price than the standard brana."
It tne consumer has been able to maKe these private
brand purchases at a savings of lb.^ percent over
the competing standard brand items, it would, in
ordinary cases, follow that tne retailer has made
less profits on the lower-priced labeis. The report,
however, proves that this is not so, and that private
brands, in spite of their price advantage, yield a
larger or an equal margin of profit to the dealer.
The number oi cnams thai, reported on
tneir maric-up policy on private brands is three hundred
ana lour. These cnaii^. operated a total of 34,016
stores on December 81, '1930.
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*"Lost of the chain store reports
show that the pefcent of marK-up on private and
standard "brands was approximately the. same. One
hundred and ninety-three, or about two-thirds of
ail the chains reporting, followed this policy and
those chains operated 19,418 stores or more than
one-half of those operated by the 204 chains repor-
ting .
Ilinety-three of the 204 chains, or
aoout 21 percent
,
reported that their maric-up on
private brands was higher than on competing standard
brands. Tnese chains operated 7 ,167 or about £1
percent oi the stores operated by all chains repor-
ting on marit-up policy. Only Its chains, or about
6 percent oi the total reporting, sola their private
brands at a lower maric-up than competing standard
brands, but tnese chains operated slightly more
stores (7,441) than the group marking up their pri-
vate brands higher than standard brands." These
chains therefore operated almost Lk; percent oi the
stores operated by the reporting ohains*
Care must be taken here that these
statements do not mislead one into confusing price,
mark-up and margin of Torofit. When ihe mark-up is
* Federal Trade Commission report, p. t>
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the same for both standard and private brands, it
does not follow that the prioe is the same, for the
maric-up is based indirectly upon the cost of the
merchandise, ana private brand goods usually cost
less than others, jiqual maric-up means that the
margin of protit in terms of percentage 01 sales is
the same, although the profit to be derived from the
sale of each article may differ. Thus, if the mark-up
on a standard brand is SQJt of the selling price, and
this item cost the company 14^, it will retail at 20^
yielding a margin of profit of 6/ or 30$. The private
brand equivalent, on the other hand, that cost 7^
(hypothetical price) and upon which the mark-up is
the same, will yield a $0% margin of profit, but this
margin will be only 2>i instead of £>i.
One can readily see, at this point,
that shifting from the distribution of standard to
private brands implies a direct disadvantage to dis-
tributors unless a higher marit-up policy is adopted,
for an equal tonnage of sales will not yield the same
amount in dollars, nor will it yield sucn ittrge margins
of profit. Lost chain otores seem to have disregarded
this fact when they have submitted their private
brands to the ma.ric-up policy they were using lor their
standard brands. A few of them, ( ci,. ) have however,
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and these few reap the benefits 01 equal proiits in
spite of smaller sales in dollars.
Although many chains have reported an
equal marK-up policy on both standard and private brands,
an analysis made by tne Commission has proved that the
averas-e marx-up on private brands is higher than on
standard brands. The discrepancy between the reports
and the figures must not be attributed to a desire,
on the part or the chains, to mislead the Commission,
but rather to the lower- than-ave rage mark-up of many
national brands that are regularly used as leaders
and to the large number of these same brands that are
continually being featured as "specials" at prices
Blightly above cost, as the sales of "specials" and
other "leaders" constitute a very large part of the
retailer's tota^ sales, they exeri a considerable
influence upon the retailer's average marK-up, and
they explain, in large part, the variance between the
statement 01 the majority of the ana ins and the figures
disclosed by the Commission's report as follows:
*"A detailed analysis was made of the
actual marJi-up ta^en on b4y items sola under private
brands and 2^4 items sold under competing standard
brands by by chains handling grocery products. Reports
* federal Trade Commission renort, p. t

for these grocery and grocery and meat chains show
that the percentage of gross profit made on 37 of 3bhe
24^ private brand items was iess than 16.1 percent,
whicn was the average cost of doing business in l^Ey
for those chains of these kinds which reported opera-
ting expenses to the Commission. By way ot contrast,
the gross profit made on yb of the 2^4 standard brand
items on which reports were received was less than
16.1 percent. Expressed in another way, only 14.8
percent of the private brands reported were being sold
on March 30, 19£f, at less than the average cost of
doing business, as contrasted to 32.7 percent of
the standard brands.
The gross profit was 20 percent or
more on 73. y percent of The private brands as com-
pared with only 4ti.2 percent of the standard brands.
Only 46.2 percent of the private brands were sold at
a gross margin of less than 2o percent as compared
with 71. t percent of the standard brands. u.t the
other extreme, a gross profit of 4u percent or more
was made on ten percent of the private brands, but
only 1.3 percent of the standard brands." In other
words, almost one-third of the standard brands as
compare a with one- seventh of the private brands
yielded less than the 3cst of doing business. Two-
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filths of the standard and one-third of the private
brands gave a net proiit not exceeding 9 percent , and
.
less than one-third of the standard brands compared
to more than one-half of the private brands yielded a
net profit of more than 9 percent.
Perc. of Perc. of
Wet Profit Gross Margin Private Stands rd
Brands Brands
loss less than 16 . 1$ 14. 8> 32*7$
- 5.9$ 16.1 to 11.3$ 19 . 1$
4 - 9$
'
ao. to 80.1$ 19.7,,
9 -£4$ ££ to 40^ & 7 » 2%
Over &4 L/0 Over 40,., 10 . 0$ 1.2 .
Total 100.0,. 100.0%
Fig. £. Relative profits derived from
private and standard brands.
The relative profitableness of these two
types of brands is made more evident by the following
chart
.
Fig. 6. Relative percentage of net profits derived
from brands.
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6. national advertising of private "brands.
This title may seem peculiar in a discussion where
the private brand is considered trie antonyu^of the
nationally advertised brand, but, as we nave already
noted ( cnapter I), this is a possibility where chain
private brands are concerned. Lore over, it is the
title given one of the sections of the federal Trade
Comrai ssi on rep o rt
.
*"Qniy thirty-four chains, or about
nine percent of all the cnain systems which reported
on national advertising of private brands indicated
that they advertised their private brands nationally.
This relatively small number of chains, however,
operated eigntcen thousand, one hundred seventy-six
stores, or nearly thirty-seven percent of the stores
operated by cnains reporting on this question."
It is easily conceivable that the chains which resort
to national advertising should be the ones with the
largest number of stores covering a nation-wide
territory, for the expense incurred by such advertisi§g
would not be warranted by tne size |f a chain which
covered but a small part of tne country. The federal
Trade Commission includes in this statement, not only
the grocery and meai chains, but chains in Various
*
.Federal Trade Commission report, p. 8
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other lines. It is probable, therefore, that if
grocery and meat chains alone were considered, the
average number of stores for each chain that adver-
tises nationally would greatly exceed the f>56 store
average derived from the given figures.
Although very few, probably two or
three, grocery chains, resort to national advertising,
they indicate a very definite and novel trend in this
line which may become of some importance later on.
7. Policy of chains in respect to future
development. *"0nly three chains definitely favored
curtailing their private brands, while twenty- one
companies were inclined to favor their expansion, and
twenty-seven expected the ratio between the private
and standard brands to remain the same. This would
indicate," the report goes on to state, "that private
brands will become of increasing importance in the
majority of these chains provided the situation is
favorable for their development. Replies of several
of the chains indicated that this qualii i cation was
an important one. ?or example, one chain stated in
part '...what the future has in store, we cannot
tell, for it rests largely with the public, iwen our
own polloy, as we have pointed out, is dependent upon
* i'eaeral Trade 3ommlBSloa retort, p. 8
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the aots of others and conditions not of our own
creation!" Thus ended the report of the federal
Trade Commission on private brands in chain stores.
As a whole, it was mostly favorable to these "brands.
Conclusion
The renort, based on data assembled,
in large part, in 1^29 and 1930, did not appear in
print before the fall of 1952. Its disclosures
caused considerable comment in trie manufacturing
and distribution field. It encountered numerous
opponents. Paul S. Willis, president of the asso-
ciated Grocery Manufacturers of America, challenged
its v&lue because of cnanged conditions. He states:
*"Ko practical student of merchandising could express
other than admiration concerning the study of private
brands recently submitted by the federal Trade Commission
to the Senate of the Inited States. It should be Kept
in mind, however, that the conclusions reached in this
report are based upon a study of conditions existing
in and lySO and, as has occurred in so many
other instances, great changes have taiten place in
the private brand trend since that time." Mr. Willis
is of tne opinion that the turn in the tide occurred
early in 192E, ana that private brands, since then,
* Wholesale Grocer Uews, November, UZZ
,
page y
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have constantly "been on the decrease.
Out of justice to i.r. Willis, we
must state that the facts brought out by the report
are not sufficiently recent to justify our applying
them to actual conditions. Mr. fillis admits, however,
that they are indicative of the conditions that pre-
vailed at the time of the investigation, .»s such, we
must accept it and the trends revealed therein can
be doubted by noone.
While this investigation was going on,
however, and especially during the preparation of
this report and since it was published, there have
appeared, in the private brand field, a number of
other significant events whicn indicate more or less
precisely the general trend of private brands, jx
study of the latter would not be complete if such
facts were omitted. Most of them have been repealed
in the period extending from 1931 till the present
day. They will, therefore, rightly be listed under
the title: "Trends: 1921-58.
J
CHAPTitB V
Trends, lyi51-52
1931
In the course of the year 1^31
,
pri-
vate o rands Kept growing in number and importance.
Tney caused lengthy debates and "became the general
subject oi discussion tor manufacturers and distri-
butors. Men in ail parts of the country were re-
peating that they must be stopped, ±*very possible
slander was cast at them without in any way delaying
their progress. A number of well-known executives
tooz their defense and established their ri°-frts to
exist, a large number denounced them as dangerous
and often misleading, amidst this confusion, none
seemed to remember that "action speaks louder than
words" and the proposals to stem the tide were lost
in the flood of speeches and writings on the matter.
The inertia displayed by tne national advertisers
and their followers was favorable to the advancement
or private brands. it should not, tnerefore, be
surprising to find tnat most of the trends reoorted
during this year are to the advantage oi private
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brands, although one can quote many trade-paper
articles that attempted to minimize their success.
Because the iacts are all one-sided during 1^31,
I have found it more appropriate to select "but a
few representative trends for this period and to
give more importance to the action-filled year of
lySE.
In January, 1931 t an enlightened and
progressive company, the U.S. Printing and Litnograph
Company has undertaken a representative survey
amongst wholesalers in the United States as a
counterpart to the Federal Trade Commission inves-
tigation. This study is me sole source of undoubtedly
unprejudiced authority concerning private brands
besides the federal Trade Commission report: it
shall, therefore, be given aue emphasis. As the
company conducting this inquiry has not sided with
either party regarding this question before its in-
vestigation was complete, there is no reason to
doubt the facts it has reported.
1. U.S. Printing and Lithograph Co. survey.
The survey was made by mail questionnaires, which
were sent to more than a thousand wholesale grocers
rated at $l£b 9O00 and over. Tnere were tnree hun-
dred six responses.

*"0f these three hundred, six responses,
one hundred ninety-four report using private brands
more or less extensively. These one hundred ninety-
tour comprise 63.4 /L of the replies." This percentage
is not so large as that of 77% found, in l^>2y
,
by the
Federal Trade Commission, to be the percentage of the
number of private brand-using cnain stores to the tote
number of stores reporting. That the number of items
sold under private label by the wholesaler, however,
is much greater than that distributed by the chain is
apparent from the following table:
24 replies reported 1 to lu items
lb replies ( m reported 10 to 25 items
22 replies ( n%) reported 25 to 50 items
2b replies reported 50 to 75 items
14 replies ( 7%) reported 7f to 100 items
24 replies ( l^"iv) reported 100 to 150 items
11 replies ( 6/,) reported 150 to 200 items
7 replies ( 4%) reported 200 to bOu items
15 replies ( •#) reported over 300 items
12 replies ( 64%) reported an indefinite number.
appar sntly small
8£ replies ( 11%) reported an indefinite number,
apparently large
* U.S. Printing & Lithograrh 3o. report, Jan. u^i
( see .appendix A)
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Fig. 7. number of privately branded items
amongst wholesalers
*" It will be noted that one hundred eighteen users of
private brands, or 61.1)o of the users, have more than
fifty Items privately branded." 80*6% of the users
reported an increase in the number of these brands in
the past five years; 7.6^ reported a decrease, and
11. stated that they still sold the same number of
private brana items, of the users of private brands
who renortea on the relative sales of their brands
to their entire business, 84. <L C/U reported an increase,
7 •b°/o a decrease, and 6*8% an unchanged condition.
* U.o. Printing & Lithograph Go. survey, Jan. 1^31
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In the wholesale field, private brands are increasing
both in number and in volume: this seems evident from
the above statement and from the fact that 140 out of
lfci users indicated increases both in number of items
as well as relative sales volume.
The questionnaire also as&ed.: *"How
does the sales volume on your own private brands com-
pare with the sales volume on the SAME ITEMS under
brands other than your own?" To this question, it>6
out of iy4, or bU.4;.u estimated their sales volume as
more than half their entire business OIJ S\JGK IT^LLi.
56.7^ even reported their private brand sales to be
over 7U'^ of their business on items of which both
standard and private brands were carried. These
figures are significant if it be remembered that,
in these cases, the nationally advertised brands also
were distributed by the reporting wholesalers.
More significant yet is the chart com-
parinp the number ol items privately branded with the
commercial ratings of the companies. In every class
but the 1760,000 to $1,000,000, the number of items
varies directly with the rating. Thus me average
number ot items for companies rated irom:
* U.S. Printing : lithograph Oo. report, Jan. 1\)Z1
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^125, UOU to .g>200,0UU is 4y
200,000 to 300,000 is y2
300,000 to bOO,00U is 95
bOO,000 to 7bO,000 is 106
750,000 toi,000,000 is 85
over 1,00U,U00 is 232
If we compare these figures with xhe
statement of the federal Trade 3ommission report
"that the number of privately branded items varied
directly with the size of the chain", there can re-
main no doubt that private brands must possess an
added incentive for volume purchasers. This incen-
tive may be the size of the profits to be obtained
or the changing of a loss leader into a profitable
item. Either of these advantages couia readily
explain this situation, since little benefit derives
from a private brand unless volume sales are secured.
The larger wholesalers are, therefore,
the larger purchasers of prlva^e brands. They are
moreover ±ocated in the new and more progressive
centers of industry. This appears from the report's
geographical distribution of the replies. The group
of states where the percentage of private brand users
is highest is the Pacific group with a percentage of
y2.y. The North Central states occupy the second place
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with 81%. Next come the Mid-West ern states with 7fc.7#>,
the Central states with 76%, the Liddie Atlantic states
with 70>, and the Sew England states with 64.7^.
lagging i'ar "behind are the Roc^y luountain group, with
86.7%, the South Central and South .Atlantic groups
with £4.8^ and iy.£;„ respectively. It is generally
recognizea that the conservative attitude of the south
is opposed to all innovations, and the poor showing of
private brands in those sections is probably due to
this attitude. Nevertheless, the order of the groups
of states in private "brand promotion is practically
the order of progressiveness for the groups. We may
say, in short, tha + the Pacific and Central states,
where tne pioneering spirit is still dominant, have
become the pioneers of these labels; that Hew England
and the Lliddle Atlantic states owe their low per-
centage to the snirit of traditionalism which still
exercises a powerful influence on business in these
regions.
The geographical distribution* of the
replies to this inquiry has enabled us to establish
the relation between the number of private brand users
and the pioneering and progressive spirit of the
various groups of states. The other data accumulated
* JPor more details, see Appexidix A , at th< bacK of
this report.
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by the U.S. Printing & Lithograph Go. survey have
proven without doubt the growing importance of pri-
vate brands in January, 1951* The reports of the
Federal Trade Commission and of this oompany are
indicative of the trends in the chain and wholesale
private label field, ^.s unbiased sources of infor-
mation, they should be accepted as such.
Other information to be obtained during
1931 will not possess, to such a high degree, this
precision and lacK of prejudice, although it may
originate from trustworthy sources.
&. Quality. I.J. Katz, in an answer to
"The Private Brand -- Bombshell or Dud?", vigorously
defends private labels. He states: *"Privute brands
are becoming more and more reliable in quality."
Basing his arguments upon the soap industry, ne
admits the inferior quality of the private brand
soaps of other years. But he stresses the means of
obtaining quality that are being resorted to actually.
R.H. Llacy has installed a system of quality control,
whereby its privately laoelled soap is analyzed before
being oftermed for sale. Mr* Xi-tz even says that the
distributors are willing to pay more if necessary to
* I.J. Katz, Vice-President and General Manager of
J. Oaveneon & Sons, Inc., Jatuden, H.J. Sales Manage-
ment, January 3, lyZi, p. 17 1 "Some Btraight facts
about this private brand issue."
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obtain a quality equal or superior to the quality of
nationally advertised soaps. This adoption of quality
control in the production of private brands is a
milestone in the industry of this industry. As such
systems are "being developed and ameliorated, the
private label's future presents briaht prospects.
The growth of the voluntary chain amplifies these
prospects still further.
3. Chains
.
a. Voluntary chains, a survey conducted
by the American Institute of J?ood Distribution on
the number of voluntary cnains revealed that, in
the summer of ly£l, six hundred and thirty- two chains
were operating with a total retail membership of
70,76y. * M This represents a net increase of eishty-
one organizations and. 11 v 589 retailers since the
preceding survey made in the summer of ly^U."
Remembering: that most voluntary chains promote pri-
vate brands actively, we must admit this rapid de-
velopment to be greatly advantageous to the private
label business. Lr. Willoughby 11. tic3ormicic
remarks that **"one of the largest (voluntary chains)
will annually place several tf l(JO,UUU,UUU worth of
its specialties under its own trade mark."
* Ohain Store Review, March, Iy3&, page bO
** Nation's Business, Lay, iy31, pa^e 162'
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The voluntary naturally owes its
rapid growth to the business depression. Its
continued suooess in a highly competitive field,
however, can be explained only by the promoting
wholesaler's modern methods. He has long suiiered
from chain competition, which has destroyed most
of his business, bux he has emerged from the test
a rejuvenated distributor. ISI o longer is he bound
by routine ana force of habit to the traditional
ways of doing business. He has set iorth in a
new sthere with a conqueror's attitude and his
conquests are numerous and repeated. His oft ice
no longer rests under the care of the booxiteepers;
it is aiive with the activity of its junior execu-
tives. Reports Keep pouring in from far ana near;
all chain merchandising moves are closely watched;
consumer buying habits are studied; modern control
metnods are in operation; in a wora, the wholesale
in conducting his voluntary chain, is using the
chain's and the manufacturer's experience as a
guide.* His voluntary chain can really bo said to
be the most progressive group in the distribution
field toaay. Its chances of success are thereby
enhanced, and so are tnose of the many private
* 11, L. Zimmerman in Printers' In*, Oct. 1, ItfSl, p
"Are private labels winning out in the food field?
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labels that they foster.
Their most powerful opponent is still
the regular oham where centralized ownership consti-
tutes a distinct advantage over the voluntary's
individual ownership. The larger chains find another
advantage in the number of their stores, which, in
the case of the Great Atlantic and pacific Tea Go.
exceeds fifteen thousand. The Independent Grocers'
Alliance, it is true, today counts twelve thousand
retailers under its guidance, but in ly£l, its
membership was slightly below ten thousand.
**The Great Atlantic and Pacific Tea
Company reported for Iy21 that \ljo of its total sales
had been of goods under their own brands. These
accounted for of the sales of branded merchandise.
In this chain, private brands have been selling at
an increased rate ana have created sucn popular
demand that tne company adopted a definite private
brand policy is iy^£. Tnis firm has always featured
many trade-mar£s, which, it backed by so much adver-
tising, both in newspapers and over the radio tnat
they have succeeded la obtaining a consumer demand
as great as tnat of any nationally advertised brand.
Over five million housewives in the United states
** Adapted from Advertising and Selling, July 7 f lyo2, p. SO
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oall daily for "Grandmother ' s breaa" cr "Bo^ar"
coffee. Few national advertisers can claim such
popularity. In the lace of such a success it is
difiicult to explain the BtaAd taxen by the Kroger
Grocery and Baiting Company.
Previously an ardent advocate of
private brands, this firm adopted a limited private
brand policy in 1^51, and today it is eliminating
from its selling list all butr its most profitable
private labels and exerting its influence in the
promotion 01 standard brands. This condition can
possibly be explained in only two ways: either it
has no faith in the future of the private label
and wishes to be on the survivor's side after the
newcomer has been practically eliminated, or else
it had some difucuity in maintaining the status
of its brands and its volume of sales. Tne intense
agitation for legislation concerning the canning of
foods may have also been a factor in determining
such a change in policy.
4. Proposals. This agitation has taxen the form
of recommendations, of bills presented before Con-
gress or before the Legislatures of various states.
One of the most important recommendations was that
Congress pass a law forcing any producer of canned
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goods to identify the source of the product on the
label. This measure would have resulted in the dis-
appearance of national advertisers from the private
label field, and also in the abandonment of many
canneries o;> fly-by-night packers who would nave
feared eitner federal prosecution or the dealers'
possible action against them if they had been iden-
tified as the source of low-quality or defective
goods. The law was meant, by its author, to achieve
these purposes and to discourage the practice of
packing goods of low quality. It was secretly hoped,
moreover, that it would put an end to many private
brands, as the labels would disclose the identity
of source of a number of these brands which were
supmosed to be different. Thus would private brands
have been deprived of their advantage: lac.K of basis
for competition. The bill, hov/ever, did not pass
and has been relegated in the House files from whihh
it may never emerge.
.another proposal has had more support:
it recommended that the Federal Government pass grading
laws forcing the manufacturer to specify, upon his
laoels, to what grade the item belongs according to
U.S. Standards. National advertisers give this
recommendation tneir full support as tney expect it
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to force many private "brands out of existence.
Whether or not this proposal will ever become law
is still uncertain, out tba favor with which it is
accepted by xhe public tends to predict its acceptance
in Congress.
These two recommendations have been
the outstanding factors concerning brand legislation
in Iy21 and part of iy£>2, and they may be said to
marie the beginning of a new era. Words are beginning
to be followed by action, and before the end of Iy3£,
most distributors will be "doing something about"
private brands, instead of merely talKing about
them.
iys£
The year ly£2 rouses new hopes in
the national advertisers as M.L. Zimmerman, (mer-
chandising counsel for Uew Yorx Oity) who had here-
tofore proclaimed the progress of the private brand,
turns to the manufacturers and preaches them the
doctrine of profitable selling: ""'National advertisers
have the opportunity of <* lifetime, in 19b£, to win
back much of the goodwill they lost during the past
* Sales Management
,
February 6, 19ois, page 186
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few years with the trade... Instead of the 19^& sales
plan setting a premium for high-sales quotas for each
salesman; pep talks to beat competitors' salesmen, by
'fair or foul' means tis long as they bring the busi-
ness; free deals which overload distributors, create
prioe wars, and demoralize markets; special deals to
win the favor of the big buyer which encourage price-
cutting -- why not forget all about such sales pro-
motion procedure and convert the 193& sales campaign
into a constructive program, with every national
advertiser preaching the gospel of profitable selling?"
He adds later on: ***.••.I am more than ever convinced,
that, despite their many manifestations to the con-
trary and their boasts of the success they are having
with their own labels, the rank and file of distribu-
tors still recognize the v^lue of the consumer-accepted
brand as the vital part of their business and they do
not want to °rive up the nationally-advertised product."
^s a non-partisan in the brand debate, Lr. Zimmerman
has a right to expect his statement to be accepted at
its faae value. And we accept it so. Nevertheless,
it may be well to note that this remark applies to
"the rank and file of distributors" anu not to all of
them.
* Sales Lanagement
,
February 6, 1951, p. 186
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Proceeding with his advice to the
manufacturers, he tells them that *"all distributors
sincerely feel that the key to the rehabilitation of
the food industry, which will return it to normal
prosperity, lies Within the grasp of the national
advertisers, if they will act in a body and try to
correct some of the unfair methods used by the
larger groups." He suggests to them a one-price
sales policy, fair play to all, and the striving to
insure the distributor's profits, as the means of
regaining the lost confidence of the trade and of
reestablishing their business on a sound basis.
In closing, he sounds a warning and sums up the
situation: ***rt is time to change the preconceived
notion, which many national advertisers cling to,
that volume at any price is the goal of successful
business, less volume with more profit and the
goodwill of the trade is much healthier and much
more profitable in the long run than great volume
with little or no profit and the enmity and hosti-
lity of the trade. Let all national advertisers
start to preach the gospel among all distributors
--
1 A profit with every sale!
* Sales Management, tfeb. 6, 192ft, p. 186
** ibid.
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ll Lanufacturers 1 new methods.* From this
time date the most effective methods adopted "by
the manufacturers to curb the progress of the private
brands and to secure their lost prestige. Their
most important move was the readjustment of their
prices. ">7holesalers and retailers were astonished
at the new price lists distributed and many imme-
diately turned away from private labels. The fact
is that prices were cut by as much as fifty percent
and sixty percent overnight by some of the national
advertisers, thereby cutting the private brand's
throat. It must be admitted that price-cutting
was not the doctrine preached by Mr. Zimmerman,
but since the manufacturers set tnese values as
fixed, it did not constitute cut-throat competition.
Then, a few of the most progressive
advertisers developed new plans to cooperate with
the distributor. In almost every instance, the
latter was glad to extend his own help in return.
Heavier advertising, better display systems, po-
pular radio programs are a few of the methods adopted
by the more progressive manufacturers in an effort
to recapture dealer and consumer confidence.
Usually, such efforts soon met with a surprising
* From practical experience and tal^s with salesmen
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success. Meanwhile, however, the grettt majority
of the manufacturers continued their price-cutting
wars and their high-pressure salesmanship, not
daring to adopt the constructive measures of their
"brothers in the trade, lest sales thereby suffer
a decrease.
3. Private "brands grow in public confidence.
Reanwhile also, private brands grew in public and
dealer confidence and in importance at the expense
of the latter. k.G. Gibbs, of the chain drug line,
stoutly defended private brands, which the national
advertisers had accused of being mere substitutes.*
He stated that substitutes and imitations under
private label are no good; that they didn't consti-
tute the bulk of privately branded goods; that there
was nothing to fear from private labels if the
product is worthy and the business is well conducted;
that private brand goods are not made to substitute,
but to seeK a new market. He claimed that selling
substitutes reacts as a boomerang upon ihe dealer
and that the very fact that private brands have
created a "repeat" business is the proof that they
are not substitutes. He gives the example of
* Adapted from sales Management , Jan. 16, l^L
,
p. 86
"If the private brands are a menace, it's your fault",
by Ll.G. Gibbs, President, Peoples' Drug Stores, Inc.;
President, Associated Chain Drug Stores; Vice-President,
National Chain Store association.
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Pepsodent which, though produced by the manufacturers
of Pebeco, did not compete with it "because it satisfied
a different want. If private "brands were intended to
be nothing but substitutes, how could one explain
the public's confidence in them as 7/aldon J^awcett
puts it: *"The ultimate consumers as a class have
shown no reluctance to taice the wora of a private
brander as the sole guaranty of a food item." It
is evident that, when substitutes do exist under a
private label, their lacfc of quality condemn them
and soon force them off the marKet. Private brands,
therefore, are hampered rather than assisted by the
existence of these products.
4. Voluntary chains. Of great help to them,
however, has been the voluntary chain, especially
in Iy3£ when their size and spread accounted for
their lar.?e volume of sales. ** nt,Vith approximately
thirty-five percent of all groceries being sold
through chain stores and another twenty or twenty-
five percent beinpr sold through retail stores
belonging to voluntary chains, ii is obvious that
the manufacturer is confronted with a situation
wholly diiiereni from that of twenty years ago...
* VTholesale Grocer News, November, 1958, p. 17
** V.H. lelz, n ,/here will the private brands stcpV
Printers' Ink Monthly, Larch, 1988, p. 46
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These organizations (chain and voluntary chain)
are in a position, if tney go about it intelli-
gently, to create for themselves in the consumer's
mind as high a reputation for ^ood merchandise and
good merchandising as any manufacturer possesses."
The attitude of the voluntaries seems to be wholly
favorable to their progress, for Lr. Zimmerman,
touring the country late in I^bE in a study of co-
operative advertising finds *"that never before in
his twenty years' experience with the food trade
has the independent retailer manifested such great
interest in his own problems, and his willingness
to follow honest leadership."
To this interest on the part of the
independent retailer may be due, partly, at least,
the overwhelming progress of the voluntaries. One
of them, a cooperative association, the National
Ret ail er-Owneu uliolesaie Grocers*, serving more
than 11,000 merchants, reports sales exceeding
^71,000,000.
This same chain recently adopted a
brand which it intends to nationalize. Its nai e
is "Shurfine". If this trade-mar* ever atwms
a national status, it will marie a new milestone
* Wholesale Grocer Hews, Feb, l^c,^, p. £4
** Wholesale Grocer News, tfeb. 1922, p. k.<k
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in the private brand field, in which no cooperative
association has yet attempted to distribute such a
brand. This policy can he compared to that of the
Independent Grocers' Alliance*, which recommends to
its members the carrying of the leading national
brand and the ISA brand for each item. Their pur-
pose is not to increase the sales of nationally
advertised products, but to offer, to eo.cn prospec-
tive purchaser, a comparison between tne two items.
Such a policy usually proves to their advantage.
Just how long private brands will
be able to maintain lower prices than standard
brands is doubtful, however. The claim of the
national advertisers is that price appeal of
private brands is their only motive of existence.
This statement is certainly an exaggeration although
the price appea.1 is undeniably important lor these
brands
.
fc. Turning point for private brands. Basing
himself upon the price adjustment policy of the national
advertisers early in lvZZ t Paul S. Willis clai
that **"the turning point of a pain favoring standard
brands probably occurred about Jan. 1, 19£8« At
* Albert Haring, Asst. Prof, of .uconomios, Lehigh
University. Advertising & Selling, July 7, 1938, p. LO
"Has your market gone syndicate?"
** Sales Lanagement, Jtfov. 1, l^t'c, p. 40T* Vind
advertise*- grocery products forging ahead of private
brands ."
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that time, according to published, statistics, the
records of the largest distributors indicated that
they could no longer hoia their tonnage by means
of further price reductions. «Vhen the price appeal
lost force with tne consumer, the opportunity for
increased private brand volume was lost, for if
private brands could not be sold on price, tney
could only be sold by merchandising. Very few of
the grocery chains have facilities to build brand
demand by adve rtiLiing. This applies to even the
largest of the chain organizations, who have been
able to specialize only in comparatively few items."
Sales management conducted an inquiry to ascertain
this claim. Their findings are as follows:
*"General Foods Corporation and Standard Brands, Inc.,
probably the largest manufacturers of advertised lines
in the grocery field, report a moderate rise in therr
tonnage volumes in august ana September as compared
with the same months of last year. (iy32.) At the
same time, the tonnage sales of the Great Atlantic
and Pacific Tea 3omr>any, largest grocery chain and
the largest private brand organization in the country
— declined Z percent in ^.u^ust and 2 in September."
Although it doesn't necessarily follow from these
* Sales L'anagement , Kov. 1, l^L, p. 4UU
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figures that the increases or decreases in sales were
due to the brands distributed, it seems reasonable
to assume that they were the cause ol these modifi-
cations, especially as the months reported coincide
exactly.
Another event that intensifies the
belief thax private brands have reached the pea.£ of
their success and that they are now on the downward
grade is the adoption by the Golunbia Conserve Oom-
pany* of a brand uioon which it advertises. This
company is employee-owned and has bee, for years,
a rocic-ribbed private brander so that this change
in policy at a time when the private brand seems
almighty, has surprised the distributors. It may,
however, have no important signification and just
turn out to be another mistake maae by a prominent
firm. It has, nevertheless, been used as a sign
of the turn in the tide for the private brand.
That such a turn should have happened
in iy&2 is possibly, but the steps ta^en by the
Associated Grocery iianufac turers of America at their
fail convention, seem to utuempt to determine this
turn rather than to prove it has already occurred.
* Printers' Ink, Nov. 10, 1928, p. 1UU
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6. Demand for new deal in national brands.
These steps came as the result of a severe criti-
cism of the manufacturers' policies and practices.
An executive from a good-sized chain stated at the
convention: *"That private labels are increasing
in chain st ores ...( which) are selling less of so-
cailed nationally advertised goods;" that "the
business of the chain has grown, not only in volume,
but in public confidence;" that "chain stores are
no longer afraid of national advertising because
they have more confidence in their own local adver-
tising." This and other speakers attacked preferential
discounts, advertising allowances, secret rebates,
etc... and attributed the actual price situation to
them. Wholesalers plainly told the manufacturers
of their disapproval of their methods and asxed for
a new deal
.
7. national advertisers adopt new plans.
as a result, the associated Grocery Lanulacturer s of
America went on record as follows:
**"1. We are opposed to the sale of
merchandise at prices less than the cost
of merchandise, plus tne distributor's
operating cost, plus a profit."
* Author does not want nis name mentioned, for tnis
speech was uttered at a private session of the convention
** Kew iinglana Grocery ana Larxet i zihe , Jan. 16,
1980, p. 11
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*"2. We urge upon eaoh of our members
the elimination of unsound practices that
lead to profitless distribution."
"2. ;Ve urge the continuance of educa-
tional wore among manufacturers and distri-
butors against profitless distribution."
This call for cooperation and better
merchandising came at an appropriate moment.
**A census of Food Distribution has shown that, in
February, ly^ii, 68b voluntary chains operated
d£,2ii4 units all over the country. This represented
an increase of 56 chains and of nearly thirteen
thousand units since the preceding summer. Host
of the business dene by these cnains was lost to
the national advertiser. Moreover, 'wholesalers were
clamoring for a new deal and the Louisville Survey
reported that &b% of the retail grocery stocic goes
through the hands of the wholesaler. It was time
to act if this trade was to be maintained by the
manufacturer, bo, after adhering to the AGMA policy,
he prepared his own campaign to secure consumer
confidence while fighting private brands. The
various strategies employed are listed by Hersodel
Deutsch as the following:
* Hew England Gro. x llxt . Lag. Jan. lo
,
lyi}^, p. 11 (c't'd)
** Adapted from Advertising & Selling, July 7, 198£ f p.
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*"1. Insuring the retailer's profit.
2. Consignment selling.
3. Liberalized oreciit.
4. Forcing heavier stools.
6. Increased aavertising.
6. The 'Eeware of Substitutes' campaign.
7. Appeals to the dealer.
6. Specialty sJiarae te ristics
.
J. Production of substitutes (private brands;
lu. Outlets in new fields."
We would feel justified in doubting the
real usefulness of certain of these proposals, especially
nos. 4 and ^. V/e may be temnted to add a certain number
of profitable practices to this list, but the manufac-
turers have themselves made these additions by adopting
certain specific policies which are proving highly
successful
.
ti. Latest trends. They are, in faot, proving so
successful that all private brand progress seems to
have been checKed for the time being. **"Recently,
a numter of leading chains and voluntaries have shown
a definite reversal of their attituae towards adver-
tised brands." One voluntary has stated ***"that the
principal purpose of the ... System is to assist the
* Nation's Business, Jan. lyoS, p. 11 : "Ten answers
to substitute brfands."
** Printers' Ink, Dec. lv
,
1928, r>. 57
*** Desires to remain incognito.
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manufacturer in the distribution of his brands."
*" Safeway Stores very definitely stated their belief
in advertised brands while other chains showed it by
their buying." Lloyd Skinner, president of the
Skinner manufacturing Co., said: **"0n my trip
(around the country), I particularly found at some
points that wholesale grocers who were making headway
were those who were handling manufacturers' brands
and not pushing private brands." In view of these
late developments in the field, it seems that we must
agree with the editor of Printers' InK:*** in stating
that "Right now, the private brand is a poor bet."
If we examine the status of the adver-
tised brands, however, we may be tempted to maice the
same remark. The difference between the two lies in
the trend: tne latter is headed upward while the
former has ceased progressing. The whole situation
may be summed up by saying that Private brands have
reached their prime and are not liKely to develop
much more, whereas standard brands are recuperating f
from a severe shocic,
Since manufacturers and distributors
have begun, although in a very slight decree, to
* Safeway Stores, in Printers' Inic, Dec. &y
,
ly^2, p.
** Printers' InJc, Dec. Ey, l^<s, p. 37
*** ibid.
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cooperate, there are fair hopes of a return to nor-
malcy. The depression, however, still lasts and
the securing of cooperation is proving a mighty
undertaking. One magazine "Groceries" has undertaken
a national campaign for this purpose. It introduces
its circular with a text from Paul 3. ,/iliis, "The
Leed of Co-operation." His words are so truly indi-
cative of actual conditions bJaat I will reproduce the
text in full:
*" Hever before was there a time when
cooperation between all manufacturers and ail dis-
tributors was so badly needed as it is to-day.
Anyone can he destructive &nd drag
everyone in its part of the industry down with it-
self.
Mo one factor or group has the power
to destroy other factors or groups without its own
acts ensuring self-destruction.
Uo theory or practice of Economics
ever justified a needlead destructive act.
No one with a shred of regard for
this country and the welfare of its people, or for
the standards of ethics and conduct which ure the
result of whatever stabilization we have, can ooun-
* Circular reprinted from Groceries, Deo. 198&*
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tenanoe destructive tactics.
Consequently, we plead, for the co-
operation of ail groups and factors which will end
this unsound, vicious, destructive state of affairs
which is affecting, to some extent, every firm in
the industry, the industry as a whole, and the
nation itself."
In the circular that follows, .7.^.1.
Tuttle asKS for the cessation of price-cutting,
giving examples of the evils that derive therefrom.
Although he is evidently opposed to private brands,
he concludes the article in the following manner:
*"The one solution (to the present-day problem) is
for the grocery manufacturers and distributors to
get bacK to quality production and practice merchan-
dising instead of using price alone to build trade.
If the distributors would place a normal economic
price on their private and unknown brands, the
selling price of manufacturers' brands would advance
as it always has, in tne past, to a point where it
would provide a satisfactory margin of profit on
the invested capital." The appeal of Lr. Tuttle
does not reflect the optimistic attitude of the
editor of Printers' In^ concerning manufacturers 1
brands
.
* Reprint from Groceries, Dec. 198£
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Nevertheless, it is proven by the
trends enumerated in this chapter that the nationally
advertised brands have been on the upgrade during
ly^E whereas the progress of private brands has been
considerably chec&ed. One can doubt, however, that
private brands have started downgrade yet. Trie tide
may have been stemmed, but there are no definite
indications that it has turned. In any event, if
private labels are still increasing, we can expect
them to cease very soon as the result of the actual
trend in standard brands. So we can safely state
that Drivate brands have reached their pea.K in 193&.

Conclusion
Will private brands have a place in
our future economic system of distribution? Based
upon this study of their development, I sincerely
believe sc.
Wot all private brands, however, will
remain. The weaker private brands of inferior or
doubtful quality will surely dwindle and probably
disappear.
*" Those private brands which are now
in the market which are of good quality and value,
will in general, not increase at the expense of the
standard brands. In fact, in many cases, we may
exoect a decrease due to the fact that many of the
larger selling price brands have the merchandise on
a profitless basis, and because of business, must
earn a profit. The tine will come, as it has come
already, on many commodities, when the price dif-
ferential between these private brands and standard
brands will decrease and volume of sales will accor-
dingly, decline.
There is a difference between buying
business by means of price and building busiuess by
* Quoted from a personal letter from Paul 3. Willis
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means of selling the quality ana value of a com-
modity. To the extent that private brands have
secured a part of their volume "by means of an un-
economic price, this part of the volume is held
but temporarily by the owner of the private brand.
To the extent that the owner of the private brand
has definitely sold the consumer and built recogni-
tion of Known quality and known value, this part of
the private brand sale is soundly held by the dis-
tributor." The sale of these brands will not de-
crease, bui will be maintained approximately at its
present level.
Because modern methods have been
introduced by wholesalers , sectional brands will
develop and will become of equal, if not of greater
importance than most standard brands. The adequate
use, by wholesalers, of the means at their disposal
will insure the success of these brands.
Voluntary chain brands will meet with
less success. As prosperity returns, there will be
less incentive for indeDendent grocers to ^'oin these
chains; the membership will decrease and the chains
may be forcea to lower the quality of their own
branded items. This action would spell the beginning
of their doom. Those chains that will develop on a
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quality basis, however, s,re sure to suosist because
they have secured one means of decreasing distribution
costs, the main goal of business today.
The progress made, in this depression,
by private labels, will not be completely wiped out
by the return of prosperity. Much of it will, natu-
rally. But those private brands which have been
based ppon quality, value and sound merchandising
are with us to stay, just as the wholesaler-sponsored
brands of forty years ago have survived prosperity,
panic, and depression.

APPEHDH A *
SURVEY
on
THE WHOLESALE QfiOOBB'S PRIVATE BBASD
Oonduoted by
THE UIHED S'l^TES PRIHTIHG oc LITMOGKAPH GO.
Larxeting Service
January, 1^21
This inquiry was conducted in order to secure
from the Wholesale Grocers of the United States a "cross
section" of their experience with Private Brands.
A few simple questions were asxed in a direct bus-
iness-lixe manner. The answers to these questions,
consolidated, furnish sucn a "cross section."
There is no desire to prove a case or support a
theory. The inquiry was conducted by a company which
has the privilege of serving all branches of the ^ood
Industry, including every type of manufacturer and
distributor
.
Uo conclusions nave been drawn, nor have any inter-
pretations been put on the conditions as disclosed by
tne inquiry. The existing xacts are merely presented as
they are, lor the benefit oi mose interested.
The answers reflect sincerity and careful tnought
on the part of those responding. No confidential in-
formation was requested, though ma^y answers coluntariiy
disclosed facts of that nature.
The recipients were given the option of signing
or not, as they wished. The fact that nearly &±1 of
tne replies were sisrned is an evidence of pood faith
that maxes the results worth of confidence.
* U.S. Printing & lithograph do. report is given here
complete as mailed to interested persons.
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A total of 1,248 letters was sent out; 300 of
them went as a preliminary "test campaign" early in
December, 1^30. The response indicated great interest,
so the rest of the letters were sent January b, 1931*
The number 1,346 is net, after deducting all
returns for faulty address, "out of business", etc..
The list consisted of "Wholesale Grocers rated
v lct,000 and over, in ihe Iy30 Orrin Thacxer Directory
of y/holesale Grocers; to this list were added about
about 200 ..holesale Grocers, regardless of rating,
whose names are on the general mailing list in our
Cincinnati office.
Chain organizations, and "voluntary chains", so
far as information permitted, were not included.
These types oi distributors warrant separate consi-
deration. This particular inquiry was directed
strictly to Wholesale Grocers as sucn.
(ghere were 306 responses, ZZ»7% of the total
mailing of 1,346.
Of these 306 responses, 1^4 report using private
brands more or less extensively. These 1^4 companies
comprise 63.^ of the replies.
The non-users number 11L , or 36. &fo of the replies.
The questionnaire had a place for signature, with the
memorandum: "Sign here - if you wish."
£64 replies were signed, — 83.
6
y
. of all the
responses
.
Tne letter and the questionnaire appear in the next
two pages. Stamped and addressed envelopes were en-
closed for reply.
A detailed digest of the replies is five., in the lol
lowing pages.
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( Copy of letter)
Tc The executive in Gharge of Sales, Please:
Gentlemen
;
Here is a subject of definite concern to the entire
Pood Industry:
THi WMOLiiiS^L^K 1 3 PRIV^Tr, BRAJJD -
Its Present Status - Its Future Outlook.
How valuable is the good-will which the Wholesaler has built
up for his private brands? How does the volume on Wholesalers' Pri-
vate Brands as a whole compare witn the total volume on brands of
manufacturers, canners, and packers? These are some of the questions
we should all line to answer.
If you could get a "cross section" of the experience of
representative Wholesale Grocers in all parts ot the country, you
would be in an excellent position to Know the facts.
Will you help secure the facts by filling out the enclosed
biamic? The results will be tabulated and made available for you.
You need not sign the blank unless you wish, -- merely fill it out
and drop it in the mail.
This letter is being sent 10 a carefully selected list of
Wholesale Grocers all over the United States, -- companies whose
opinions are worth-while because of their size and experience.
Our "Ll^RKii'i'IIiG SLRYIC^" , in conducting this inquiry, desires
to gather facts of a general character from the trade as a whole which
will be of value to all, -- an unofficial but hicrhly responsible
service
.
You will help - and benelit - by filling out the blanic.
ThanK you.
THL UIITBD ST^TjbiS PRIiuIx... ll...UGK*PH Cu
.
O.W. Browne
Manager, Marketing Service.
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HjgUIBY Ola IP.IV^T^ BR^IiDS
Oonducted By MARKETING b^RVIG.c
THE UNITED STATES PRIHTIUG & LITHOGRAPH OOMI^NY
Norwood station, Cincinnati, Ohio.
1. On how many different items, approximately, do you use your own
private brands at the present time?
£• During the past five years, has this number -
( ) Increased? ( ) Decreased? ( ) Remained Unchanged?
1, In relation to your entire "business, are sales of your own brands
( ) Increasing? ( ) Decreasing? ( ) Hot changing?
4. How does sales volume on your oy.ti private brands compare with sales
volume OH THE SAME ITELS under brands other than your own?
tt©EE: To ma^e answers uniform, please consider the combined volume
of the two as lUO^b, and give approximate percentages of each,
KXrvULE: Combined volume 100%; own private brands 55^; all other
brands of S-aME ITELS, 47^.
YOUR BEABDS )o OTHER BEABDS? SAME ITEMS %
6. ( ) ChecK here if you use no private brands at the present time.
6. If you use no private brands at present, have you done so within the
past five years?
7. If not using private brands now, do you contemplate doing so in the
near future?
SIGIi HERE - IF YOL WISE,
Firm Name
Street
Ci£y & State

Question 1: On how many different items, approximately,
do you use your own private brands?
24 replies reported 1 to 10 items
18 " " 10 to 25 "
EE " " 25 to 50
2fc " 59 to 75 "
14 75 to 100
E4 " " 100 to 150
11 " 150 to E00 "
7 " ,f 200 to 300
15 " over 300 "
IE " " an indefinite number, apparently SL^Ll
EE 1 an indefinite number, apparently LxsJSGrii
It will be noted tnat lib users of private brands, or
61.1'/o of the users, have more than 50 items privately
branded.
Question £. During the past five years, has this number
increased, decreased, remained unchanged?
14y users (76.8>j) reported an&IJfGBEASKD number of items
14 users reported a DECE8AS.&D number of items
EE users reported an UiJ QHABGJSD number of items
^ users mado no answer to the question.
Question 3. In relation to your entire business, are sales of
your own private brands increasing, decreasing, or
remaining unchanged?
155 users (79.9$) reported an IIGREASING relative s;~les
volume
IE users reported a DBOBEASIHG relative sales volume
17 users reported a relative sales volume N0± On.u.iJIKG
10 users made no answer to the question
140 users indicated IICREASES both in number of iff mi
ub well as relative sales volume
11 users indicated j^J..^.w^o both in number of items
as well as relative sales volume
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Question 4. How does the sales volume on your own private
brands compare with the sales volume on THE SAME ITEMS
under brands other than your own? (Please consider
combined volume 100% and give approximate percent of
each. JbiXample: Own brands 63%; other brands, SAME
"
' ITi^iij 4P%.)
(In this summary, estimates on other brands are omitted.)
5 reported relative sales volume on own brands as 10^ to 80%
8 it it ii M ii i? it " &o% to 30%
7 it n 11 ti it « 80% to 40%
5 Tf u ii
IT 11 it it
" 40% to 50?o
18 II H m ii 11 it it 60% to 60 (/4,
33 »» H ii ii 11 Tl It " 60% to 7U>
42 tl H it it n 11 II " 70% to 80%
87 11 it n 11 n tl tl " 80% to ?o%
23 11 ii H ii ii 11 II " 90% to 1000
13 no definite answer; private brands apparently unimportant
iy no definite answer; private brands apparently ViuRY IiJPOKIaMT
It will be noted that 156 of the Iy4 users of private
brands (80.4>) estimate their sales volume as more
than half their entire business 014 SuJK ITEMS* Tnese
1L6 comprise bU.6^o of replies, — users and non-users.
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COkP^Rai) WITH COMOROLAI RillKGS.
5 companies, rated ^fcO,OUU to ^7t t OOO, average 10 items
4 companies, rated 75,000 to 126,000* average 20 items
£5 " 125,000 to 200,000, " 4y "
30 " M 200,000 to 200,000 " y2 "
£8 " " 300,000 to 500*000 " 95 "
14 500,000 to 750,000 P 105
8 750,000 to 1,000,000 85 "
15 " over $ 1,000,000 " 232 "
Some replies gave no definite answer to
the question regarding the number of items
privately branded. The above tabulation
could not incluoe such replies, nor could
the unsigned responses be tuKen into con-
sideration. Those included, however, com-
prise 6i.4) of the users of private brands
who responded to the inquiry.
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GEOGR^PHIO^L D 1 31' 31 .BUT IOH OJJ' THE REPLIES.
Users Non-Users Users Ion-Users
New Hampshire . . .
Massachussetts . . . 8
Rhode Island . . .
Connecticut . . . . 1
o
£
3
1
Iowa. . . .
Wisconsin .
Minnesota .
North Dakota
South Dakota
9
1
£8
3
8
£
£
11
Hew Yorit 9
lew Jersey £
Pennsylvania. ... 14=
Delaware 0_
££
Maryland £
Virginia 3
North Carolina. . .
South Carolina. . . u
Georgia
Florida 0_
Ohio ££
West Virginia ... 4
Kentucky 6
Indiana 14
Michigan 4
Illinois 14
64
4
8
IS
1
4
3
4
6
3
£1
4
£
4
U
5
16
Lontana
Idaho .
Wyoming
Nevada
.
Utah. .
Colorado
.Arizona
Hew Mexico
Missouri 7
Oklahoma 3
Kansas l£
Nebraska b
~£T
Tennessee £
Arkansas b
Mississippi .... 3
Alabama
Louisiana £
Texas 4
16
u
£
1
£
u
4
£
£
1
3
6
6
7
1
7
30
£
1
c
1
1
L
California
Washingt on
Oregon. .
Users Lon-usera
b u
7 1
1
~ I
% * » - * *
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